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THE weather bureau,
undismayed,' still conto
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statements made by some of the strikers that they had voted without becoming citizens.
VANDERBILT HOUSE BURNS
Jericho, Long Island, Reb. 18. The
country home of Mrs. William K.
Jr., valued with its furnish-
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COLORADO SUPREMC.
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GUARD
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COLORADO
WILL CONTINUE TO HOLD
STRIKE AGITATOR

INVESTlSATCSniSlT

ings and art treasures at nearly
000,000 was destroyed by fire today.
The only occupants were a care taker
and servants left to look after the
property.
' The
caretaker attributed the blaze
to an overheated furnace.,, The fire
departments of Hickville and West- bury were called, but on account of
the
roads they were unable to drag their apparatus to the
'
snow-clogge-

scene.
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to

get horsewhipped?

PRE6Q LEASED

MINES

confined at the Northern Wisconsin
Hospital for the Insane at Oshkosh
since his trial, was transferred to the
hospital for the criminal insane at
Waupun today.

ARMED CONFLICTS

Denver, Feb. 18. The state supreme
court today denied "Mother" Mary
Jones a military prisoner in the south,
em Colorado strike field, a 'writ of
habeas corpus.
The court made the following statement:
..
- mo nnnlirtotlnn rvf
it vi
In tne maner
file
petia
to
leave
for
Mary Jones
tion for a write of habeas corpus.
Five of the judges are of the opinion
that the application for leave to file
a petition should he denied, and it is
so ordered."
Chief justice Musser and Mr. Justice Scott dissented and were of the
should be
opinion that the petition
corpus
habeas
of
writ
filed and the
.
'should issue.
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WHITE

STAR LINER RUNS DOWN

THE MADONNA

IN

NAPLES

HARBOR

REVOLUTIOF

WIFtE

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

fair publicity? She did and the three
men with her in the conspiracy."
s Charge

Conspiracy

The charge that J. F. McMurray.an
Oklahoma lawyer now living in WashON
TO
ington, planned the alleged conspiracy
against Thomas P. Gore, United States
senator from Oklahoma, which result
ed in his being eued for $50,000 damages for an alleged attack on Mrs.
Minnie E. Bond, was made in the trial
DIAZ PARTY
IS PREPARING TO here today. Robert L. Rogers, in addressing the jstry said that several
HARASS THE CONSTITUago McMurray sought to proee- years
TIONALISTS
cute claims for nearly $3,000,000 fees
from Indians on the transfer of lands.
asserted that Senator Gore oppos
He
AMERICAN CAVALRY WATCHES
ed McMurray'? claims and in retaliation the conspiracy had been planned.
NO TROOPS RECRUITED ON THIS
"Oklahoma has. a home for such con
SIDE WILL BE ALLOWED
spirators," he slioirted. "It Is over at

TELEGRAPH SERVICE
CITY EDITION.

18, 1914.
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VILSON IS
TRUE TO

McAlester."
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The state penitentiary is located at

PLATFORM
TELLS SENATE HOW
PRESIDENT IS INCONSISTENT EXECUTIVE

BRISTOW

BE

OPPQSESvjilS

POLICY

KANSAS SENATOR THINKS FREE
: TOLLS PLAN SHOULD GOVERN THE CANAL

v
McAlester.
After Mr. Rogers had finished his REPUBLICANS
:

KIM
DEFEND
address three attorneys still remained
to speak before the case was ready
HOWEVER,
DEMOCRATS,
MAY
PROTEST for the jury,' It was expected the jury SOME
THIS COUNTRY
OF
ADMINIS,
HEAD
THINK
AGAINST EXECUTION OF
would get the case at 5 o'clock this
1.
TRATION IS WRONG
afternoon. ;
CONDEMNED MAN
MAY

BE

KILLED

Douglas, Ariz., Feb. 18. Having received information that members of
the Mexican Cientiflco, or Diaz party,
had completed plans for rushing forces
over the international line, to start
a revolution counter to that of the

'

.

TODAY

CONGRESS.
'

4.

4. 4,

Washington,

the at

officers of
constitutionalists,
Ninth United States cavalry again established today a stringent border pa
trol.
',
It is understood that the Cientificos
already' have concentrated a force of
men south of Agua Frieta, and have
gathered arms and ammunition in this
city with which to equip the men.
The cavalry patrol will endeavor to
prevent further running of armed
men across, the international line to
operate against the entry ports now
being held by the Carranza revolutionists.
Object to Duties
Declaring that the proposed export
tax of $10 a head on cattle would
bankrupt them, cattlemen of Sonora
united today in sending a vehement
Maytorera rti
protest to Governor'
-

l"S

Fi-l- .

Senate:

18

Met

noon.

Foreign reU'. ' committee delay
ed selecting a. elm tman In succession
to the late Seunr.or Bacon until the
return of Senator Stone, the ranking
democrat.
Constitutional mendment to
discussed with- franchise women.
out action.
ct for the half
House amend
campaign
lion dollar hoir
agreed to ami th hill was prepared
nS signature,
for President
Senator Bnstow introduced a bill to
only in banks
deposit postal eir
' srv
system,
of the new ieacra
House: Met ft '.ioon.
the Alaska rail-- ,
Resumed d'i
for passage be- road bill, wirh
fore adjourn
en-va- s

1

'

Feb. 18. President
Washington,
to
repeal the tolls exWilson's plan
emption came in for its first senate
debate today, during which it was
characterized by Senator BriBtow, republican, as an aid to
railroads. Senator Lodge, republican, and Senator Owen defended the
while Scna-trv- r
president's position,
de
democrat,
rhambfirlain.
clined to agree with it. Mr. Bristow
denied having impugned the president's motives.
Senator Bristow declared Mr. Wilson's attitude on the Panama canal
plank of the Baltimore convention
and on the suffrage question had "giv
en us a line on some of the peculiar
and interesting characteristics of our
chief executive which may be exceedingly useful to the country in the future." He quoted the single presidential term plank, and asked:
"At the proper time will the presi
dent interpret this platik in harmony
with his position as to suffrage or as
fnnaMulls?"" .
Senator Bristow charged Premdunt
VVilson with being inconsistent when
he declined to favor woman's suffrage
because it was not treated in the democratic platform, while he was asking
congress to repeal the Panama tolls
exemption, which the platform favor
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CUMBRE
TUNNEL A UNITED STATES

BANDIT WHO WRECKED

trans-continent-

'

PRISONER

causes

a

cemicATn

ARMY OFFICIALS ARE AT A LOS3
WHAT TO DO WITH THE
i
MURDERER

MAY GIVE

m

;

HIS LICEST?

HOWEVER, HE WOULD BE LIBERATED WHERE VILLA COULD
GET HIM EASILY

El Paso, Tex., Feb. 18 Lieutenant
Rothwell, captor of Maximo Castillo,,
OPERA STARS BID
the bandit charged with the Cumbre
tunnel disaster, did Hot reach Hachita,
N. M., in time today to catch the traiu
ALL APPEAR due here this afternoon, and it is sakf.
he will not arrive until tomorrow-morninFriends of Castillo, includDENVER THEA ing Braulio Hernandez, said today
CONSEQUENTLY
that Castillo will resist extradition to
TER MANAGER DEDUCTED
FROM PAYMENT
Mexico, and aver that the bandit is
innocent of the crime iharged against
Denver, Feb. 18. Negotiations were him.
undertaken today whereby it was
A New Compricati'on
hoped a settlement would be affected
tohere
a
for
performance
providing
Washington, Feb. IS. Castillo, the
night by the National Grand Opera Mexican bandit who wrecked the
company of Canada, Pending the ouk Cumbre tunnei and caused the dcatlt
come Clair J, Pitcher, commissioner of several Americans, has furnished
of finance, still held the company's' the latest knot in the Mexican tangle
property, which was seized la;-- night with his capture by United States
when the members refused to appear troops in New Mexico. Officials of
unless the entire
guarantee for the three departments of the govern
the night'? performance was paid.
ment were searching archives today
F. D. Hawkins, local promoter, had for precedents to determine what they
:
deducted $700- because of alleged ab- shall do with him.
sence of some cf the principals of the
Diplomatists j".r' ' v 'l '." '. i "
.
t
'
a 1
i
hi
pnn ipilb, Cit v il
give a performance tonight under a
It was ex- no indication that the Unerta gov em
compromise agreement.
would
be reached inent would ask for tne bandit. To
decision
a
pected
later today. George Slezak, principal keep him a prisoner in the United
tenor, who last night clashed with States would permit him to escape
several police and finally secured two from his crimes in Mexico for he canof the 35 trunks belonging to him, not be tried in this country for, ofleft for the east,
fenses committed across the Rio
Grande.
One way out seemed to be for the
immigration authorities to put tha
MINERS CLAIM THE!
bandit back across the border, deporthim as an undesirable alien. Ia
RIGHTS WERE I0K0P.ED ing
that event Castillo probably woulil
fall Into the hands f Villa, the conwho has promised hlsa
stitutionalist,
MICHIGAN1 WORKERS LAY THEIR
a publio execution in Juarez.

IT

Nepples, Feb. ISiThe; White Star
liner Celtic collided- with
liner Madqnna here today and both
vessels were seriously damaged. The
Madonna's anchor chain was broken
and she suffered considerable injury
to the top of her stem 'and stern. She
was unable to leave for New York,
Viewing Battle Scenes
deof for which port she was to have
Trinidad, Colo:, Feb, 18 Scenes
of
number
with
today
alarge
parted
the exciting events in the Colorado emigrants. She had been' docked for
tocoal miners' strike were inspected
repairs.
day by the congressional investigating
The Celtic was Eeriously damaged
of phila- committee which went to the Ludlow on the counter, but is believed to have
Mrs. r'
Berwind,
tent colony, the Hastings,
'
llei mosiiloJ '
to protect the
Vi,. isit.iM afla ouitsr
for manufacturers
was bound for New York.
water.
She
connection with
prices of their standard goods.
points of Interest in
May .Execute ,Man
Baltimore fish dealers asked inter
the strike. Only two representatives
Had 1,400 Passengers
18. Gustav
Mex. Feb.
Juarez,
commerce! committee to prohibit
state
of each interested faction accompaniNew York, Feb. 18. It was said at
seBouch, accused by the rebels of being use of food fish by fertilizer manufac
ed the expedition. The operators
betnat
here
offices
the White Star
seen by reporters turers.
'.-'lected W. J. Murray, vice president cause of the slackness of westbound a spy, could not be
n
denied by the
being
of
the
permission
today,
and general manager
season
Celtic
the
probtravel at this
authorities.
Fuel company, and E. H.
had few first class passengers
ably
fuel
departIt was officially stated, however, WESTERN
the
MEN ed."The
Weltzel, manager of
FUEL
availwas
list
No
aboard.
passenger
be
to
greed of the railroads and the
ment of the Colorado Fuel and Iron able here. The Madonna is a compar- that the prisoner, who claims
claims of Great Britain
In
audacious
Is
repre-eenteGerman
of
were
an
descent,
American
company. The miners
anu
carried
small
mostly
with our chief
more
ship
seem
atively
far
John
no immediate danger. The findings
GUILTY executive than potent
by John R. Lawson and
FOUND.
ARE
The agents here said
of womimmigrants.
the
appeals
were
M.
Lee
martial
of the court
yesterday
McLenan. Colonel George
1,400 aboard on this trip.
she
had
en," said he.
authorities.
findings of fact, which, it is said, are
represented the military
authorIbe reviewed by a judge.
Senator Sutherland declared the
to
special
by
yet
committee,
the
With
FOR most
MEN WILL BE SENTENCED
inBritish
the
S.
subject
W.
convincing argument for woman
Benton,
ity, was Joseph S. Myers, special
FEDERAL
WILL SUPPORT arrested last night, also was la jail
DEFRAUDING
WILSON
was the lack of any persualabor.
of
suffrage
the
department
vestigator for
GOVERNMENT
sive" argument against 1L
today, but probably will not be held.
Forbes, the scene of the famous
CASE BEFORE CONGRESSIONWhen Senator Owen took the floor
ALASKAN KEASURE His offense is said to have been in
l.atrla of October 17 between strikers
San Francisco, Feb. 18. Imprison- to defend President Wilson, the
to
was
utterances
reference
discrete1
with
striker
AL COMMITTEE
one
which
In
and guards
a fine of $10,000
his rights in Mexico as a British sub- ment for two years,
from suffrage .to Panama
turned
killed and one mine guard Injured,
suf or both, is the maximum penalty that tolls. He declared there was likely
Hancock, Mich., Feb. 18. Further
was visited this morning by the mem- PRESIDENT'S POSITION IS MADE ject. His 100,000 acre ranch has
be can be imposed on the three defend- to
revolutions
the
since
fered greatly
a
Into
CLEAR AFTER CONFERENCE
party- platform some testimony to show that the constitucreep
bers of the congressiOna Investigatants in the Western Fuel company
inand
WITH UNDERWOOD
gan, but he particularly resented the
plank not fully digested and therefore tional rights of strikers had been
ing committee. The committee
fire
conspiracy case, who were found guil- not to be regarded as binding upon terfered with was ready for introducfor
trees
at
his
of
fruit
there
arrived
cutting
party
accompanying
ty at midnight last night, after a trial
tion at today's session of the congresthe party.
Washington, Feb. 18. President wood.
10 o'clock.
of more than two months.
viswas
Undersional committee Investigating the con- Forbes
told
of
Wilson
decided
Representative
tent
not
been
The
colony
"That question had
S. Smith, vice president, genJames'
tents
house
leader,
wood, the democratic
said per miners' strike.
ited and the residents of the
eral manager and director of the com- on iby the national democracy,"
GORE
IN
UP
SUMMING
assured
be
could
As the result of a decision reached
members
W.
;an
that
Johnson,
interviewed.
were
today
conscience of no
pany: Frederick C. s:ms, superintend he, "I say that tho
after a sharp debate ' be
yesterday
old timer of the county, was introduc- of his own support for the Alaska
bound
the
is
iby
platform,
ent, and Edward H. Mayer, a weigher, democrat
cir
been
Lawson.
have
bill.
tween
John
sorecently
Congressman Taylor, the chairReports
ed to the congress by
TRIAL NEABS ENDING were the men convicted. Edward J. because it does not represent the
and
man,
Representative Switzer, one
inhnsnn told'1 of conditions in and culated that the president was opposbut
merely
Smith, a weight checker, was ac ber judgment of the party
of the two republican members, the
who
near Forbes and told something of ed to it.
some
what
persons,
were
prepar represents
Their lawyers
will accept hearsay testi
The Panama canal tolls repeal was ATTORNEYS FOR) PLAINTIFF AND quitted.
the Forbes battle.
to make an immediate mo found themselves m a position to committee
ed
today
' Mr.
the
presialso discussed at. length Dy
Switzer's contention that
13 H. Weltzel, who ts with the par
mony.
beDEFENDANT MAKE THEIR
the
mornof
voice
party,
the principles
tion for a new trial. Saturday
ma
the
but
and
Mr.
Underwood,
with
some
should be fixed on the
the
limit
'
dent
companies,
PLEAS
ty representing
lieved had been derermined on. I
ing has' been set for sentence,
so
that everything offered
evidence
would
John Lawson, who is a representative jority leader declined to saiy anything
to
no
tolls.
am opposed
They
would not be admitted into the record
Oklahoma City, Feb. 18. Termina
for the strikers, described the battle about his conference. He was unwill
the
of
the
to
taxpayers
be
unjust
would
of October 17. The party stopped inc. also, to say whether he
tion of. arguments and placing of the BANKERS LIE IN WAIT United States. I don't believe one was overruled by the democratic mathe
of
a
or
where
ex
vote
for
repeal
against
during
case in the hands of the jury was
near the stone house,
dollar of the exemption coastwise jority of the committee.
Representative Taylor of Arkansas
the battle the strikers' ' wives and chil- exemption Clause.
here today in the trial of the
would ever find its way to
pected
vessels
bis damaire suit of Mrs. Minnie E. Bond
BOSESTEADEBS the ultimate consumer."
pWiriAnt WilRon exDlained
arrived here today to Join the con
F03
dren sought refuge.
gressional investibntlng committee
The Forbes camp, owned by the views and Mr. Underwood gave his againBt Thomas P. Gore, United States
Declaring that President Wilson did and was present at the afternoon
was Ideas, but noi conclusions were reach senator from Oklahoma. The plaintiff
Fuel
company,
Mountain
Rocky
WHO not like to see "the United States in
MEN
hearing. The committee is now comlooked over. From Fonbes the party ed. Whether legislation would be asks $30,000 from the senator. Six of TROUBLES OF POOR
the attitude of an outlaw among the
TOLD
ARE
LAND
ON
of
session
this
in
at
the
SETTLE
house
started
Clark
allotted
Ludlow.
12
plete.
Judge
hours
by
the
wentdo
nations," Senator .Louge, republican,
TO CONGRESS
Slow progress was made at the
From Fobea the party proceeded to congress was said to be uncertain. for argument remained when court
defended vne president.
vigorously
with
Mr.
not
Underwood
did
agree
on
way
the
session, which wag, devoted
morning
convened today.
Ludlow. They stopped
"It Is certain that the president Is to hearing strikers' witnesses who
Washington, Feb. it. Money troub
to view the iron railroad bridge which the president's position but did not Robert L. Rogers, an attorney !of
west were guided In this matter entirely by what charged they had been searched for
has become famous as tha "fort" make public his own or what his Little Rock, Ark., addressed the jury les of homesteaders ui the
on he thinks is to the nonor and the weapons unlawfully
course
in
the
committee
house
be.
the
would
joint
by deputy sheriffs
in the senator's behalf. He insisted pictured to
used by both sides in the numerous
W.
Fish
credit of the country in lta foreign and members of the Citizen's alliance
today
meet
rural
credits
George
by
to
battles.
that the senator, In going
S. D., who urged that relations. He has no other object in deputized by Sheriff Cruse.
WILL RESIST LAW
Mrs. Bond at her hotel, was making er of Redfield,
Entering the Ludlow tent colony
that
made
the
leaders
legislature make provision for view. I think he has the feeling atFort Madison, Iowa., Feb. 18. In- no clandestine visit, that he had
the party was met by strike
I am
and
anothe
or
on
one
In
homestead
lands.
entrants
colto
way
that
loans
office
of
the
his
left
location
state
he
the
here
of
mates
todafy it known before
who explained the
prison
OIL RATES TOO HIGH
At present,' he declared, the poor taching no blame to any one the
ony and the method of government. prepared to resist through the courts he was going to the note! to talk 10
18. Holding
dislike
the
Feb.
Incurred
to
has
who
make
Washington.
endeavored
United
States
homesteader
law
Iowa
pro- Mrs. Bond.
The representatives, separating, singly the enforcement of the
of
refined pedistrust
on
fuel
rates
the
oil,
and
new
nations
a
without
a
of
other
freight
country
and 'by twos walked through the col- viding for the sterilization of insane,
Rogers contended that evidence in a start in
had
from
trust
distillate
and
endue
troleum
where
was
cap-itasome
victimof
was
of
amount
them,
Bond
Mrs.
and
large
diseased and criminal wards of the the trial showed that
ony interviewing men, women
hofore. He realizes that the California, Kansas, Louisiana and
chiilren to whlom they could make commonwealth. A test case will be a party to the' alleged conspiracy ized by "Shylock bankers, who strip
United States Texas producing potn!s to porous lu
themselves understood.
filed In the district court with R. A. against Mr. Gore and that she knew each advancing wave of homesteaders rightful position of the
t t
r t
of
r
tne
for
next
obtained
disregarding
wei, f c
wait
not
is
be
was
in
by
all
It
as
crop."
it
lie
.behind
the
and
the
motive
a
,
political
convict,
was
to
plaintiff.
the congress Ryan,
It
explained
to
i11
ee-on
11V1U
e
or
u
reversing
received
international
obligations,
proThe committee today
men that 25 different languages and was announced that the entire prison opposition to the senator.
to gratify a
lorn?
simply
held,
from
that
and
farmers
organization
he
said,
tests
from
"This
was
policies
behind
"complains
and
woman,"
dialects are spoken in the colony,
Ryan,
population
t
n
n
')
i c rr
to some passing whim."
the services of interpreters frequently a fund sufficient to defray legal ex- that on account of the publicity given Nebraska and Coiorndo ohjectin
t
r
T
m "
de
sift
tn
framed
democrat,
credits
the
Chamberlain,
Senator
been
she
hotel
has
by
The
the
ilio
rural
in
affair
prisoner the
were required. The representatives penses had been raised.
be e?(8'-- rnH.
Credits coinmltfxiott clared he disagreed with President rnt'.'s
damaged $50,0S0. Who gave the af- - American
appeared particularly interested in gave his entire earnings 6 cents.
the.'-Fabr-

CAUL7

CASTILLO

n

v,'

TO CROSS

Wilson's' views, but did not question
his motives.
"The plank adopted at Baltimore
was as binding as any other plank of
that platform," he said.
He declared that if the tolls exemp-towere repealed it would be because
rail
of the Canadian
roads backed by the American lines.
Senator MoCumber, republican, declared he did not join Senator Bristow
in charging that the president was inrailfluenced by
roads.
Senator Bristow denied he had Impugned the president's motives.
"The senator either charges the
president with being a tool of the railroads or being an unsophisticated person," suggested Senator Myers.
"I don't draw that conclusion; the
senator may if he desires," retorted
Mr. Bristow.
Senator Borah declared that Sir
Edward Gray's note of protest objected not only to the tolls exemption but
to the provision on railway owned
ships also, and that, In his opinion,
the repeal of one meant the repeal of
the other.
trans-continent-

BORDER

SCHRANK IS MOVED
Fon Du Lac, Wis., Feb. 18. John
Schrank, who attempted to assassl-nat- e
Theodore Roosevelt at Milwau CITIZEN
kee two years ago ana who has been
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CITY VOTES
BONDS FOiV
BUILDING JAMES PEAK

TUNNEL

,ff,.nf,

Denver, Feb. 18. Figures compiled
today by the election commission 01s
complete., returns from yesterday's
special election showed the foHowirs
results:
The Retail association amendment,
on which all legal electors voted, wr.s
defeated 21,710, to 11,244; majority
against, 10,406.
The water contract, on which ol
taxpayers voted, was defeated 13,24
to 6,824; majority against, 6.C22.
Issue or ;s.0M,u00 bonds to cover
the city'i th.no of a.tvinp: t
Peak tunnt throi h the c
j - '
divide for th u.'1 f tV 1
Salt Lake rallwar, tvni 1 ly a 1 '
of nearly 2 to 1. For, 12,f ,0. 1,
6,953.
Majority for, 5,887.
The Retail a oci itlon am- j
and the wall r ci.t.at t proi i
the 1 w r V
plan for arpuu
" t wi i a
Water cumu mv
its ultim ite pur flute tv t"
the meantime; th con ' ,
ing interest, on its htm Ja.
The vola on c J r p
1
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LA J VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
New Company
1

a

DIIlH

The Great Southwest Mining company, whose directors are residents of
Jamestown, N. Y., applied for admission to New Mexico, 'ilie company is
Incorporated at $50,000 with $15,000
paid up capital to begin business.

FIGHT
How to save money and
build health by using

FOR DIMDY'S

Colt fen

TQOA

Inspection

The National Guard inspection begins with inspection of the battery at
Roswell February 23. The companies
will he inspected beginning In April,
the adjutant general stated today.

Foods fried in a pan are more
greasy than those fried in deep
IDAHO HAS MANY ASPIRANTS
foods abfat
because pan-frie- d
FOR POSITION IN UNITED
sorb fat more and are, thereSTATES SENATE
TT
fore, more indigestible. Fried
Boise, Ida., Feb. 18. The efforts ot in deep fat, the same food abthe opponents of United States Sena- sorbs less fat, takes on a light,
tor James H. Brady to prevent his re- delicate brown and has no
election this year have precipitated
burned edges.
an exceedingly Interesting personiJ
contest in Idaho. There are many Modern domestic science
poweiful forces at worit against hit:, teachers all advocate deep fryand if he succeeds in getting Imclc to ing instead of pan frying.
the senate in spite of them all it will You can afford
deep frying, if
be a remarkable victory. No Idaho
because it
use
Cottolene,
politician has ever faced eo fonuid you
over. It
and
over
be
used
can
now
able a combination as that which

Equalization

Tho proceedings of the January session of the state board of equalization
fixing values of corporate property,
are being sent to county officials
throughout the state.
French Goes South
State Engineer Janiea A. French
left, last night for southern points on
business connected with his office. lie
will return tomorrow.
Wants Water Rights
A notice of intention to file application for water rights, (application No.
absorbs no odors. Merely strain, 8.r8) was received today. The applies,
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after using, and
tion is by Altman and Jones, of OrMr. Brady was eloeted to the Hen- for
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ange, Otero county, N. M., to waters oi
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term.
est stated this afternoon that there
But the situation as it exists at
was nothing for publication regarding
On
the
is
badly complicated.
present
the conference.
are
four
alone
there
side
republican
candidates for Senator Brady's seat. and this it is admitted would break
In addition to Senator Brady himself into the ranks of the republicans in
OBSERVATORY tN CANYON
the caudidates are Frank K. Gooding, a serious manner.
N. M., Feb. 18. Hera former governor of the state and
Albuquerque,
With the progressives opposing the
one of the largest sheep raisers In regular republicans and the latter man iSchweizer of the Harvey curio
the country; James F. Ailshie, chief fighting among themselves it would department, returned from Grand Can
justice of the state supreme court, seem on the surface of things a com- yon last night where he has been
and Burton Lee French, who has serv- parative easy matter for the demo- looking over the work on the new
ed ten years in congress and has a crats to elect a senator. But the dem- observatory on the canyon, rim. Mr.
large political following.
ocrats likewise are divided into bit- Schweizer hopes that the building
will be complete, even to the interior
Geography adds to tho complica terly hostile factions, with the federal
tions. With interests and industries patronage as the bone of contention. finishing, in about two weeks, or in
of an entirely different nature, the John F. Nugent is the champion of plenty of time to be of service for the
northern and southern halves of the Wilson-Bryafaction of the party eastbound rush of tourists as well as
Idaho, ever since the admission" to and is expected to have the support for the end of the westward bound
'
statehood, have observed a sort of a of the national adnirnistration in his winter travelers.
The
observatory milding is absotacit agreement that each should have race for the senate. Opposed to him
in Its construction and
unique
lutely
a representative in the senate. The is a strong faction of the party which
in its location. There is only one
to
election ot
H.
the
James
is
Brady
boosting
senate was not in accord with this Hawley for the senate. With republi- Grand Canyon and only One observfinished
understanding. Senator Heyburn hail- cans and democrats divided among atory. The little building,
ed from northern Idaho and when he themselves and a third party candi- with all the appointments of a city
died that section naturally felt en- - date in the field no one would be rash club, is perched on the very edge of
uueu u name ins successor, n luu-e- enough to venture a prediction as to the canyon above a cliff which has
to agree on a candidate, however, the final result of the contest. The a sheer drop of 2,000 feet. It has an
and Mr. Brady, whose home Is In only certainty is that the campaign unobstructed view across and of the
south Idaho,! was successful in c&P- - will be the hardest fought In the his- canyon for 15 miles in each direction,
k
Is steam heated, finished ..with heavy
"
taring the tuba. Now north Idaho tory of Idaho.
French plate glass doors and obserdecomes back with a very Insistent
vation windows, and but a few yards
maml that the? old agreement be obfrom the luxurious EL,Tovar hotel. A
served, hut again it Is handicapped
Justelescope is included in the equipment.
a
division
Chief
its
of
forces.
by
The Instrument will be installed in a
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
tice Ailshie and Congressman French
tower from which It may he pointed
both live In north Idaho and unless
In all directions. The exterior of the
one or the other withdraws from the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 18. Judge building, which is grounded deep in
contest the plum may again fall to a
Samuel H. Cowan, of Fort Worth, the mother rock, will be finished in
south Idaho man.
counsel
for the corporation commis rough, native stone, and in the crevFred T. Dubois, former United
States senator and one of the most sion, has arrived in the city. He ices will he planted native 6hrubs
consummate politicians in the Btate, f spent the day with the corporation which will give the finished building
is one of! the important factors' to be commissioners, assisting in the prepa the appearance of having grown on
considered in the senatorial cam- ration of the brief in the case before the canyon's rim.
paign. There has been talk that he the interstate commerce commission.
would be a candidate for Senator This case is one involving
freight
Subscrtoe for The Optic
Brady's seat on the progressive ticket rates to all New Mexico points.
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finds out that coffee drinking is the unsuspected cause of various aches
and ills that
Steady nerves and a clear brain are often impossible to the regular
:
coffee drinker.
Our work is to tell facts about coffee

Pasizim. Then take count

find, as thousands
disappearing, you'll know
If you

i
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food-drin-
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that the coffee troubles are

for
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Taking Life Easy.
United States Senator Lee S. Over
man of North Carolina Is always sup
plied with a stock of good southern
tales. "In the southern part of Arkan
sas," relates Mr. Overman, "where the
natives take life easy, a man and his
wife were one day sitting on the
porch when a funeral procession
passed the house. The man was com
fortably seated in a chair which was
tilted back on its hind legs against
the side of the house, and was engaged in whittling on a piece of wood.
As the procession proceeded he said:
T. reckin ol' man Williams
has got
about the biggest funeral that's ever
been held around hyear, Caroline.'
'A purty good-sizeone, is It, Bud?'
'You hetcher!' Bud answered. 'I cer
tainly would like to see it,' said the
woman. 'What a pity I ain't facin'
that way!'" Everybody's Magazine.
d

f
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Some Special Items From Qui4
Art Needlework Department Marked
For Quick Clearance
These items have been regrouped and marked at a price (hat is sure to interest
every
woman who is interested in fancy work. We have arranged to have the work started for
beginners. Notice these prices.

65c and $1 Laun
dry Bags 37c

60 and75cPillow
Tops 50c

Made of a good quality Art
Ticking, with loop handles,
in a variety of patterns and
colors.

These Tops are of natural
colored linen and stamped in
several different designs.

Now

75c Table Runners
50c

50c

Now

These Eunners are made of
linen colored art denim and
stamped for cross stitching.

37c

Now

50c

75c and 85c Towels and
Centerpieces 50c

50c to $1 Royal Society
Packages 35c

These are good quality linen Huck
and are stamped in several designs.
Some of the towels are stamped for the
new darning stitch.

These packages contain patterns for
Dressing Sacques, Waists, Women's &
Children's Dresses, Bags, Centerpieces,
Scarfs, etc.

Now

-

50c

Now 35c

WE SELL

WE SELL

BUTTERICK
XJT

PATTERNS

KsttffcliaW

ff

)QJl
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BUTTERICK

PATTERNS'

1842

TEXAS SWINE BREEDERS
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 18. Many members of the Texas Swine Breeders' association ' were on hand today when
the annual meeting of the association
was opened at te National Corn show.
The meeting will continue ove

New Boston Customhouse.
Unique among public buildings in
America is the new customhouse
which is being erected in Boston. It
Is to be a tower, 505 feet high, and in
design is viitiitly a monument to

La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never fully recover the health of the lungs, and
persistent coughing is weakening. The
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable in severe la grippe
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
coughs.
writes: "La grippe left me with a severe cough that Foley's Honey and
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

league, which met in the Knox Presbyterian church in this city today for

a two days' session. Representatives
of church and temperance organizations throughout the province are attending the convention.
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because Just a
CHILDREN HATE OIL,
few doses stops the cough and cold
LOCAL OPTION FIGHT
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
'
Alta., Feb. 18. Definite quickly' heals raw and inflamed surCALOMEL AND PILLS Calgary,
plans for a vigorous local option cam- faces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
crown the pyramidal' skyline of the
paign in Alberta are to be formulated rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
O. G.
ac the annual convention of the Alber bronchial and la grippe coughs.
city. The old pyramidal shape of the
'CALIFORNIA
Store.
SYRUP
OF
FIGS"
Red
Schaefer
and
Cross
Drug
dome
the
of
city with the golden
ta Temperance and Moral Reform Adv.
BEST FOR TENDER STOMstatehouse at its apex has been de
ACH, LIVER, BOWELS
stroyed by the building of skyscrapers.
Boston's building laws now forbid the
erection of private structures more
Look hack at your childhood days.
Jefferson Reynolds, President
than 125 feet high, and the new cus Remember the "dose" mother insisted
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
tomhouse is designed to rise above its on castor
HaDnt Reynolds, Cashier.
oil, calomel, cathartics.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
form
and
the
surroundings
dominating How
you hated them, how you fought
feature in any view of the
against thtaking them.
Mechanics Magazine.
With our children it's different
Mothers who cling to the pld form of
Greatest of Problems.
Living, as we do, from day to day, physic simply don't realize what they
we do not appreciate the great oscilla dq. The children's revolt is well
tions of thought, unless some shining founded. Their tender little "insides"
moment marks them. Such a moment
are Injured by them.
Is marked by Sir Oliver Lodge's ad
If your child's stomach, liver and
dress, before the British association
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
on immortality. Nearly two genera bowels need cleansing, give only delitions ago, men of science discovered cious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
the principle of evolution, and trium- action is positive, but gentle. Millions
that material of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
phantly proclaimed
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
evolution would solve all the problems laxative" h.andy;
know children
they
of the universe. Now at last is comlove to take it; that it never fails to
ing the swing the other way, and even clean
In every department of Banking we
the liver and bowels and sweetscience is beginning to recognize the
en
the stomach, and that a teaspoon-fil- l
vast possibilities of spiritual mystery,
prepared to give the best of service
Youth's Companion.
given today saves a sick child tocity.-Popula- r

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

are

Wagei of Women.
The report of the bureau of labor
on the conditions of woman and child
deals with data obtained
from between 50,000 and 60,000 women
and girls in twenty-thre- e
different
manufacturing industries. Half of
hem are under twenty years of age
and a fourth twenty-fiv- e
or over.
of the group were married. Of
the 38,182 women eighteen years and
over for whom the facts as to age
and earnings were gained,
s
received under $4 a week and
h
under $6. Practically only
reached or passed $10.
wage-earne-

morrow.
Ask your druggist for a

bot-

tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grownups plainly on. each bottle. Beware
of counterfeits sold here. See that It
is made by "California Fig Sryup
Refuse any other kind
Company."
with contempt. Adv.

Medicine for Children
Convincing proof of the rare curative properties of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
Fawcett of Grinnell, Iowa, who says:
"Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped
They Had Studied English.
The editor at the Wisconsin experi- my little boy a great deal when he
ment station, desiring a complete refhad whooping cough. It is a good
erence library of the resources of the
For sale by all dealers.
medicine."
state, sent., a circular letter to the
Adv.
Horticultural, dairying and other
organizations of Wisconsin
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
tsking for copies of their "last reports." Most of them came all right,
Lynchburg, Va., Feb. 18. Delegates
but one organization
wrote: "Our from nearly all the counties of Virlast report, we hope, is not yet pubginia are attending the annual state
lished, but we take pleasure In sendschool convention, which met
ing under separate cover a copy of Sunday
In this city today for a three days'
sur latest report."
session. Congressman Carter Glass
delivered an address of welcome at
Predicts Another Flood.
Segundo Sanchez, a native of Pan- the opening session this afternoon.
ama, is prophesying another Noachian
Rood and the destruction of humanity
A heavy cold in ttie lungs that was
by It, having apparently been un- expected to cure itself has been the
hinged by the magnitude of the opera- starting point in many cases of distions which joined the Atlantic and ease that ended fatally. The sensible
the Pacific. He has, it is reported, course Is to take frequent doses of
SYRUP
produced such an impression by his BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
exhortations that his followers have It checks the progress of the disorder
built an ark and are engaged In col- and assists nature to restore normal
conditions.
Price 25c. 50c and $1,00
lecting animals, "two by two," for per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co
preservation when the deluge conies.
Adv.
A Good Cough
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The Handsome Husband.
In Germany the view is gaining
round that good looking men are the
ause of most unhappy marriages, and
I "League Against Beauty" has actuals' been started there for the purpose
f preventing women from taking to
ihemselves handsome husbands! The
founder of this strange league Is a
iroman who is herself very pretty,
ut she says that she has made careful investigations and out of 18 cases
f unhappy marriages 12 were caused
4y the fact that the husbands were
eery handsome. The league has already a fairly large number of mem-oerall of whom are pledged only to
ihoose ugly men for their life partners. That there is something In this
idea, curious as it may seem, is evi
dent by the fact that most extremely pretty women seem unconsciously to
choose husbands who are devoid of
real handsomeness.

one-tent-

days, and use the pure

of yourself.
of others have,

e

two-fifth-

Fair Test
10

How Paley Was Saved.
The importance of a "word In season" was never more strikingly
shown than in an incident in the life
of William Paley, the great theologian. When he entered Cambridge
university, his one ambition was to
obtain the honors of scholarship, and
he took high rank in his class. But
falling into bad habits, he gave up
sverythlng for the pleasures of dissipation. After one of his carousals, a
exclaimed,
sompanion
suddenly
'Paley, it Is a disgrace to waste such
talents as you have! I'm of no account, but I'm ashamed to have a
aand in squandering such gifts as
fours,, and I shall cut your acquaint-ncif you don't stop It." Paley did
stop; he turned right about, regained
lis position at the head of his class,
md after graduation became one of
;he great men of his time. Youth's
Companion.

one-eight- h

to decide from your own condition and feelings whether to stick to
coffee, with such handicaps as biliousness, headache, nervousness, indigestion, heart trouble and sleeplessness or make .

Quit coffee absolutely for
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One-eight- h

then

It's Up to You
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Seven-Year-Ol- d

GIANT

ARMIES

cere-

An interesting and pathetic
mony was held the other day at the
famous Buddhist temple called Zen- tojl in Nagsno. Little Yachi Ogura,
the
daughter ot
Ogura, took orders as a nun. She
was dressed for the ceremony in a
long sleeved purple kimono of crepe
Mid a purple skirt. During the cere-

DISCOURAGER

seven-year-ol-
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IMMENSE

FIGHTING FORCES KILL
THE SPIRIT OF MILITARISM

Vienna, Feb. 18. Europe's million-stronarmies don't want to fight.
That is why there are no great wars.
That is the new discovery of political
philosophers. They aim a nasty gibe
at the foreign offices. The foreign offices Just now are shaking hands with
themselves over the supernal wisdom
with which they keep the peace; they
are saying: "What great men we are
how astute, moderate, resourceful, despite fiery soldiers and fiercer newspaper men, we compel peace. Did we
not stop the Balkan conflagration
spreading?"
Foreign Minister Sazonoff has been
saying this (about himself); Foreign
Minister Sir Edward Gray says the
same thing (about himself), and Foreign Minister Count rferentod is about
to eay the same thing to the delegations. And now along come the political philosophers and vow that this
la all humbug. The European war
was avoided because the armies don't
want to fight.
The armies will never fight willingly again because thy are far too big,
complicated, bureaucratically organized, comfortable, (brightly uniformed,
nicely pensioned. War henceforth,
will be fought by small powers; by
barbarous powers, and by powers with
Where
no armies worth mentioning.
there are genuine, big, splendidly organized, first class armies there will
be no war. The armies are not such
g

'

fools.

The first clew to the discovery that
armies don't want to fight was given
by Sukhomlinoff, Russia's minister of
war, who made the novel declaration
ra, the fighting
spirit) is the very opposite of militarism that is, the army spirit.) Sukhomlinoff, of course, does not say that
Prussia's army won't fightthat would
cost him his job. He said that great
dangers for the fighting spirit lie in
organization, red tape and bureaucratic methods, all Indispensable in
the management of an army machine
millike Russia's which controls 1
lion men.
The old Russian military spirit was
the fighting spirit that led to the conquests of the eighteenth century. This
stage is now passing. The army which
fought in Manchuria was admirably
organized, but its fighting spirit was
weak. It was all organization. "The
danger of a modern army is that it
may fall a victim to its own perfection."
Snkhomlinoff's theory that militarism Is killing militancy has been much
of late in the Austrian and German
army press. Militarism, it is admitted,
is spreading. The typical continental
great state is becoming, In all its relations, merely a branch of the army.
But such states and ruch armies have
no desire to fight.
In Germany the army, or military
Bpirit is undoubtedly higher than ever.
The military caste Is absolutely on
top. But there is no stgn of militancy. Commanding generals are appointed because they are good administrators, who see that their men are

that militancy (that

1

;

.

r

i

t

Y

,

properly fed, and who save for the
state as much as possible out of the
annual uniform allowance.
In the Austrian
delegations two
was made
years ago the coms.-ra.tn-t
that "among all the higher commands
there is only one fighting man." That
was the present chief of staff, Conrad
von Hoetzendorff. Hoetzendorff is
notoriously the "bete noir" of the bureaucrat-soldiers
who run the army
and who imagine that as long as regiments look smart aud accounts are
honestly kept, the army position is
satisfactory. The delegations member said that. Austria is returning to
the eighteenth century. The army then
The bad results
existed for peace.
in the
of this system were shown
Seven years' war, and half a century
later when Austria's well organized
army came into collision with the
militant enthusiasts of the
French revolution.
The causes of the awcllne of the army fighting spirit are believed to be
not individual, but "mass psychological." Prussian, Austrian and Russian
officers are pronounced to be as brave
as ever. But the collective spirit of
;reat armies is not militant.
War offices are under the domination
of political and social fear. They
dread that a great war would produce
political and social conditions which
would do away with armies altogether. - Armies exist today only because
of the popular belief that, burdensome as they are, they are indispensable foi defence.
This belief is the
foundation of vast vented Interests. It
keeps hundreds of generals and Inspectors in highly paid positions; it
maintains a vast commissioned hierarchy, and thousands of pensioners;
and it feeds miscellaneous outside interests, arms manufacturers, supply
firms, Inventors and others. All these
interests, from generals down to army
bootmakers, see that militarism Is already threatened by the socialist propaganda. But the threat from socialism is nothing compared with the
threat which would come from a
great war. A great war might overwhelm all the interests.
SUCCESSFUL

EVERYWHERE

People everywhere are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into- your system without good results. That Ib because Foley Kidney Pills give to the
kidneys and bladder just what nature
calls for to heal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. Q. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
-

ciation and a number of affiliated bo1
dies will meet here in annual
In addition to the meeting
of the superintendents the gathering
will include sessions of the American
School Peace league, International
Kindergarten Union, National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacers' association, National Society for
he Study of Education, Educational
Press Association of America, National Conference of Teachers of English, and the Society of College Teachers of Education.
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May be Means of ALsort
t
Disease Gerrr.j in 1
Unexpected

numerous priests and priest-asse- s
recited prayers. The abbess
whose heiress the little girl becomes,
perfumed a razor in the smoke of incense and shaved off the young girl's
SERIOUS ERROR IN EAST LAS
The latter all the
beautiful hair.
Mr,
VEGAS
in
the
time held her palms together
remost reverential manner and kept
peating the old Buddhist prayer, East Las Vegas Citizens Will Do Well Make Tour Blood Fore and Immune
tx
to Profit by the Following
"Nama Amida Butsu (Hail Savior
8. 8. 8.
was
Buddha). When the ceremony
Many fatal cases of kidney disease
of InHtancs the musC
In tlioutiaiidH
over she put oh the simple costume of have reached an Incurable stage beliiivc bfva
virulent ty'pi-- of blooil tnmltW-a nun and she is now known by a new cause the
result of cumins in contact witli dispatient did not understand ttia
ease germs In public placet), aud the apname Chikoni.
the symptoms. Even today in East parently insiKiiltieant. pimple ban been ilia
It spreads with astonishing rapidity,
Las Vegas there are many residents cause.
often Infecting the entire uyutem iu a Xtv.
That Next Morning.
days.
A friend of mine, he goes downtown making the same serious error. They
It Is fortunatn, however, that tliere in
remedy to cope quickly and thoroughly
and sits up with the fellows. He attribute their mysterious aches and awith
aue'h a condition, and thanks totlin
or
to
down
h. 8.
for
reds,
lucre
his
worry,
perhaps,
overwork,
pains
energy of Its producers the fatuous 8. more
lightly lays
now
at most any drug
inav
He
orders
when all the time their rheuma:ic In the civilbeIwdhadworld.
whites, blues and yellows.
This preparation stands alone as a Moo'l
up a lot of things and takes a nifty pains,- backache and bladder Irreguiu.
It is gomewhar, revohitiimarnibble and on the' check the waiter larities are most probably due to weak puriuer.
ail
lis
composition, since it accomplish!'
scribble.
to
name
iodides,
claimed
ever
for
his
was
mercury,
that
proceeds
brings
and ailing kidneys. If you are 111, if arsenic,
and oi.ht.i- - destructive miuerat
He smokes a twenty-cen- t
cigar and
BE.1
vet It is abif'ly a pureiy
Urus,
out
are
of
your
profit
order,
kidneys
when the minstrels gather, in joyous
It contains one ingrevegetable product.
which serves the active purpose of
song before the bar, is he in line? by this East Las Vegas resident's ex- dient
eacn
cellular part of the
tiny
stimulating
When menials in his perience.
Well, rather!
tissues to the healthy and Judicious selecown
essential
and
of
nutriment, t hern
tion
its
time
him
save
to
service range,
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave., are more cases of. articular
rheumatism,
trouble, he looks, while saying, "Keep East Las Vegas, N. M., says:" Through locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis, ami
from
the use ot
similar diseases resultant
the change" like Monte Cristo's a friend's advice, I
of.
procured Doan's minerals than most, peopleontateIn aware
double. But, oh, next day you ought
a nu'htv-facts are brought
and' used them for pains These
Pills
Kidney
nieuc-ntne
ana
oy
book
Interestine
iaoie
of
fact
conip''oi
to hear the words
of The Bwilt Fpeclne t o. , su.
with which he chases all the cheer far In my kidneys. The prompt and gen- department
Swlit mug., Atlanta, bi. it. i iuum-- to ait
information,
from the breakfast table! It fills the uine relief I got provea to my satis- together with special their
symptoms.
descrihing
flat with gloom and strife and sor- faction that the merit of this remedy whoGetwrite
a bottle of H. S. 8. today, but beJ
have
to
palmeil
Dot
something
careful
row and misgiving the line of talk Is in no way overestimated.
My exon you falsely claimed to be "Just
he gives his wife about the cost of perience warrants my holding a high off
good."
living! Exchange.
opinion of Doan's- - Kidney Pins."
For sale by all dealers. Price B0 ugly bulges, and the steel stiffened,
Desiccated Fruits.
has become a
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, corset 4of days past
We have passed in a single generathat supof
flexible
webbing
piece
tion from the era of dried apples to New York, sole agents for the United
not bind. When thesa
does
but
ports
States.
the
;
Both
that of desiccated fruits.
fashions are exRemember the name Doan's and sensible present-dalanguage and the menu are richer for
aggerated and distorted they becoma
the change. Soldiers and sailors, take no other. Adv.
ugly and ridiculous, it is true. But
campers and explorers have now a
no woman is forced xo wear them in
longer and more wholesome ration
list; and those of us who stay at
an exaggerated and distorted form
home can in the dead of winter enjoy
save by her own lack, of judgment and; j
CURRENT MAGAZINES
a number of agreeable fruits and vegher own indifference to comfort and j
"fathers
knew
only
our
etables that
I
good taste.
during a brief season of the year. The
"As for the fabrics they were nev- latest addition to the list is the canta
Women's Fashion Were Never
A California grower has dis- Says
cr so wonderful. The supple, light j
loup.
More
Beautiful or Sensible
sucbe
can
covered that cantaloups
woolens, and the spiendid glowing t
The editor of the Woman's Home
cessfully dried, and so preserved insilks of winter have given way to taa
isflaCompanion, writing in the March
definitely, not only without loss of
most alluring of cotton and linen:
vor, but with improvement. The next sue of that publication, makes the
stuffs, promise of the summer. Tho f
with
thing may be dried watermelon,
following general comment on fashadd
lighter silks, too, have coma la a!
the hint on the package. "Just
ions apropos of the new spring fashthousand new designs, each one seem- - j
cold water and serve." Youth's Comions which are' entertainingly reportingly more lovely than the last. What
panion.
ed and interpreted in 11 pages of the
excuse, therefore, for a woman not to
stone issue of the magazine:
ot necessarily t
Mining for Mammoth.
be tastefully dressed
"When you see a woman with a
By taking the tusks of the mamdue
with
but
regard to
expensively,
moth that flourished many years ago skirt so tisfht she can hardly walk,
and
Indeed,
color,
individuality?
line,
and utilizing them in the manufacture with a hat trimmed with a long spike
of ivory articles for use today the ani- feather, with heels three inches high, there is none. And though she may
not admit it, save laughingly to her-- i
mals that Inhabited the world in the with a
of cosmetics on her face,
layer
to
the
self, there is no woman wlio rV'
glacial period .are contributing
commercial demands of the twentieth you do not see a 'victim of fasion, not realize that to be well drrsF'-- I
own poor taste
century. That is the accomplishment but a victim of her
to give herself a delightfully plea- sThe fashions
an
where
natives
from
vanity.
Siberia,
reported
ant
and confM- feeling of
far inland found the tusks and took were never more beautiful nor more ence. A
costume
Is a won- becoming
them on sledges to the seacoast. The sensible. The narrow skirt but not
'i derful tonic to the tired spirit, and i
shipment opened up possible supplies too narrow that clears the floor is
the sensation of looking at one's best
of ivory not heretofore utilized. It's
more sensible than the is
a definite help tob e at one's best." f
a far cry from the glacial period to infinitely
the comfort and convenience of the long, full skirt of the past; the high,
The world is digging tight collar with its attendant head- Backache-Rheumatispresent day.
Vanish Awajp f
for
its
Men and. women having backache,
supplies when the mam- aches has gone; the small hat, set
deep
moth pays its share to human com well down on the head, is a real bless- rheumatism, stiff and swollen joint f
f
fort. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ing; the very high heel is very bad are honestly glad to know that Foley!Pills
are
successful
everyKidney
by where In driving out these His. That I
style; cosmetics are not worn
Mawkish Sentimentality.
women of good taste; fashion even Is because Foley Kidney Pills are a f
William Travers Jerome, tossing a
frowns on false hair a restful change true medicine and quickly effective ia I
cigarette scornfully into the grate,
all diseases that result from weak, in-- f
said at the Union club in New, York: after the heavy b era tied pompadour; active kidneys and urinary irregniari- "The Canadian people, In their ad- and, best of all, woman's figure Is no ties. o. G. Schaefer and Red Cro&
miration of Harry Thaw, showed a longer compressed Into a series ofj Drug Store. Adv.
I
mawkish and hysterical sentimentality. A visitor to the Coatlcook jail
passed down the corridor with a
"l ?'
.
bouquet of? violets in her hand. She
was young and pretty and she
knocked at Thaw's door. A hand ap-- '
4-.- -.
peared at the grating and a hoarse
voice said: 'I guess them vl'lets ain't
for me, miss. I'm only in for stealin'
a ham. The feller wot murdered the
New York architect has been shifted
to No. 17.' "
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K. OF P. GOLDEN JUBILEE
ingmen's compensation act will be
Washington, Feb. 18. Today mark
among the first important matters to
ed 'the formal opening ' of the four
receive attention.
days' celebration arranged in honor
of the golden jubilee of the Knights
Chronic Constipation Cured
The day was devoted ..'o
"I had been troubled with chrontc of Pythias.
of the visitors who ar
the
reception
constipation for two years and tried
all parts of the United
all the best physicians in Bristol, rived from
States and Canada. The main cele
Tenn., and they could do nothing
bration will take place tomorrow,
me.
ChamberTwo packages of
for
will be the fiftieth anniversary
which
lain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos.
of
the
founding of the order in this
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky. For
city.
sale by all dealers. Adv.

PUBLIC VIEW OF MORGAN ART
New York, Feb. 18. A public exhibition of the marvelous art collection .gathered by the late J. P. Morgan was opened today in the new
northeast wing of the Metropolitan

IT'S GRAND FOR SORE, SWOLLEN
SWEATY, CALLOUSED FEET
AND CORNS

low'TIZ
does help

ONTARIO

7h

V""

ore feet."

Goodbye sore teet, burning feet,
swollen feet, sweaty feet, smelling
feet, tired feet
Good-bycorns, callouses, bunions,
and raw spots. No more shoe tightness, no more limping with pain or
drawing up your face in agony. "TIZ"
is magical, acts right off. "TIZ"
draws out all the poisonous exudations
which puff up the feet. Use "TIZ"
and wear smaller shoes. Use "TIZ"
and forget your feet misery. Ah! how
comfortable your feet feel. '
Get a 25 cent box of "TIZ" now at
any druggist or department store. Don't
suffer. Have good feet, glad feet, feet
that never smell, never hurt, never get
tired. A year's foot comfort guaranteed or money refunded. Adv.
e

Gas in the stomach or bowels la a
disagreeable symptom of a torpid
liver. To get rid of it quickly take
HERBINE.
It is a marvelous liver
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
others whv not you? Give them a
trial. They cost only a quarter. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

TWO HOME WOMEN
TALKED ABOUT HAIR
Two women met in our store the
other day, when one uf them said:
"My, how pretty your hairjooks!
What have you been doing to It?"
"Why, I have been using Harmony

.

y

i

Hair Beautifier for the past two
weeks," was the reply.
the first
"Why, indeed!' replied
woman, "that is just what I am us
ing. Isn't ,it great, and don't you
think my hair shows a lot of improvement?"
Harmony Hair Beautifier is becoming all the rage among both men and
women who are particular in the care
of the hair. ' It is Just what it is named a hair beautifier.
It seems to
burnish
and
the
hair, making
polish
and more easy to
it glossy, silky-sofput up in graceful, wavy folds that
"stay put." Contains no oil, and will
not change color of hair nor darken
it. Simply sprinkle a little on your
hair each time before brushing it
To keep your hafr and scalp dandruff-free
and clean, use Harmony
Shampoo. This liquid shampoo gives
an instantaneous rich, foaming lather
that immediately1 penetrates to every
part of the hair and scalp, Insuring a
It Is
quick, and thorough cleansing.
washed off just as quickly, the entire
operation taking only a few moments.
Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony shampoo, 50c. Both guaranteed to satisfy you in every way, or
your money back. Sold only ai the
Tallest of Tall Stories,
more than 7,000 Rexall Stores, and in
A' number of persons were talking
this- town only by us. E. G.
corner Sixth and Douglas Sts., about telescopes, and each professed
to have looked through the "largest
East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
one in the world." One after another told of the powerful effect of the
respective telescope. At last a quiet
man said, mildly: "I once looked
through a telescope. I don't know as
it was the largest in the world. I hope
It wasn't. But it brought the moon
r
so near that we could see the man
gesticulating in it wildly and crying
out: 'Don't shoot don't shoot!' The
old fool thought it was a big cannon
that we were pointing at him."
t,
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Troubl

h

A scald, burn, or eevero cut heals
slowly If neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand la always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Don't You Believe It Some say that chronic constipation
cannot be cured. Don't you believe it

museum. The collection is valued at KANSAS REAL ESTATE DEALERS
from $30,000,000 to $60,000,000 and Is
Hutchinson, Kan., Feb. 18. The
said to be the finest private collection annual convention ot the Kansas Real
in the world.
Estate Dealers' association met in
this city today and was called to order by President D. E. Ely of Lamed.
FEET AREN'T ACHING
The sessions will last two days and
will be devoted to the discussion of
the mortgage tax question, ImmigraOH TliED W--"TI- Z"
tion and other subjects of interest.

conven-ference.-

n4 Olntmont Bold throw? bout tJi
vorld. UbcTHl simple ot tttcli mailed free, vtiit
&-bonk. Addrww "Cutlcuni," Kept. SB. BoMott.
nrMen wha shsve and shamnoo witb CuUcitfa
Gwp wm Owl U bun lor Biita ana amis.

vis-jou-

ORANGE

Bernardino, Cal., Feb. IS. The
National Orange show, for which preparations have been going forward for
many months, was opened' here today
with over 2,000,000 of the choicest
specimens of fruit produced In the
orange and lemon groves of California included In the display. Hundreds
of visitors are expected here during
the week and elaborate entertainment
has been provided for them.
Kan

-

is preparing to entertain a distinguish
ed gathering of educators next week,
when the department of superintendence of the National Education asso-
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Its use a protection and a
guarantee against alum
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EDUCATORS TO MEET
Richmond, Va., Feb 18. Richmond

Assisted when necessary by
Cuticura Ointment. They
.keep the skin and scalp clean
and clear, sweet and healthy,
besides sdothing irritations
which often prevent sleep
and if neglected become
chronic disfigurements.

NATIONAL

Nun.

l Ah
i

LEGISLATURE MEETS
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
Toronto, Ont., Feb. 18. At 3 o'clock are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
this afternoon His Honor Lieutenant the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The
only way to
Governor Gibson was driven up to the positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
parliament buildings in Queen's Park the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
and with the usual ceitsmony and mili- medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because
they are
tary display the Ontario legislature made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
was declared open. Few important ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imcontroversial measures are on the portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
program this year ana In consequence for your kidney land bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
the session is expected to be shorter quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
0. G. SCHAEFER.
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
than usual. Amendments to the work- -

Pictures for the Living Room.
Get away from the idea of hanging
pictures In your dens and living rooms
Have something
that are fanciful.
that will bear everyday associations,
The black and white prints are good,
and those of the old Italian villas,
wooded scenes, or of some eastern
ports, little brooklets and country
landscapes will be refreshing all winter, when the living room must take
the place of the porch and of nature.
Peculiar Memorial Meeting.
An Interesting meeting was recently
held at Hakata in Kiushul, under the
auspices of the Young Men's Buddhist
association. It was a memorial service, not only to the 280 men whose
bodies have been dissected during the

last ten years, but also to the

34,000

frogs, 7,000 rats, 1,000 hares and more
thaa 500 each ot dogs, cats, liens end
doves which have been dissected at
the Kiushul imi"it

'
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The Golden Staff of Life

n
Bread is the staff of life and
electric toast is
ks most delicious and healthful form.
There's no use trying to demonstrate or even to imagine
that ordinary toast is as good as electric toast. In making
ordinary toast it is very difficult to avoid burning the bread,
and burnt bread is something very very different from the
crisp and delicate toast made by the clean electric heat of the
golden-brow-

G-- r

T?rrll,'f'

TV--

pl-o- .

The electric toaster enables you to have perfect U.s
any time without the fuss and bother of building fires

smoking up the house. There is nothing mora suit
for an Electrical Christmas Gift
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Jesus Christ wns just an
or thirty
ordinury man. Tweuty-Dvwould
years ago such a statement
have shocked the Christian world; but
the people have becwne, so used to
heresy and infidelity that nothing
startles them nowadays. Preachers
in their pulpits say bolder things than
old Bob Ingersoll ever thought of say
iug. It Is not strate, when these
things are considered, that there is a
general apathy in religious matters. If
the preachers have no faith lu their
own platform. It f nard for laymen
to become enthusiastic: over It Walt
concerned
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BRIDE OF A FEW MONTHS SUCCUMBS TO AN ATTACK OF
HEART TROUBLE

At 6 o'clock last evening, Mrs. Martha May Marshall, wife of Albert J.
Marshall, died at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Reed on
Main avenue, following an illness ex- tending.-ovesix weeas. Death was
due to heart trouble.
Mrs. Marshall was 24 years of age,
and had been a resident of Las Ve
gas during her entire life, having
been born and reared here. She was
a popular young woman and had many
friends in this city who mourn' with
her relatives her aeath.
Mrs. Marshall obtained her educa
tion in tills city, in the public schools
and the Normal University. She also
attended St. Mary's Academy, at
Nauvoo, 111. Mrs. Marshall was an
art student and attended an art in
stitute in Chicago for a year,;,,,
On October 9, 1913, she was wedded
to Mr. Marshall. Mr. Marshall fs em
ployed by the State Hospital for the
Insane. For the last four weeks Mrs.
Marshall's condition was serious. Sev
eral times her recovery was despaired
of. Last night she failed to rally from
a sinking spell.
Besides her husband, Mrs. Marshall
is survived by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Reed, a sister. Miss Mar
garet Reed, and two brothers, William
nd John Reed. She also is survived
by a number of other relatives, the
only one in this city being E. J. !?
Wenie, a cousin.
The funeral arrangements have not
been completed, but burial probably
will occur Friday. Mrs. M. F. Holland, an aunt, of Nauvoo, 111., Is ex
pected to arrive in Las Vegas tomor
row to attend the funeral.
r

SOME WOMI5X PROPOSE

While marriagoa may be made In
some earthly preliminaries
are
SUBSCRIPTION
necessary, eays the SL
usually
TERMS OF
;
Louis
That all womDally, by Carrier
or
en
at
should
$
.
are,
.5
f3
fnnv
ie, least recep'" J-tive candidates for matrimony Is' genWeek
65 erally admitted.
That not all have
:ne Monti
7,50
been
altogether
passive
during the
XJa Year
courtship has often been hinted. Mr.
Dally, by Mail
$6.00 Longfellow, romantic as he generally
t3ne year (In advance)
3.00 was, recognized that circumstances
tSKx Months (In advance)
7.50 might arise, which' would make the
One Year (in arrears)
3.75 proposal by the woman entirely
CKx Months (In arrears)
proper if not absolutely necessary,
and he presents the matter so skillWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
fully in. "The Courtship of Miles
GROWER
Standish"
that the modesty of Pris-2,00
KM Year
cilla has never been impugned. But
mx Months
the proposal by prosy was in Itself so
untijiual that the case could by no
5 (Cash In Advance for Mall;
means be regarded as typical of even
a
Subscriptions)
a small percentage of courtships.
Remit by check, draft or money
While the Federal Census Bureau
trier. If sent otherwise we will not has pried Into the number of diresponsible for loss.
vorces and the grounds therefor, it
'
Bpeclmea copies free on application hag made no attempt to gather data
on the number of marriages due to
VlL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT feminine Initiative. It would be impossible to get information from
EXPIRATION OF TIME
for a husband might deem it
PAID FOR
tmgallant to admit that the wife pro
consider the
the posed and also might
i Advertisers are guaranteed
fact an indication of lack f manly
f
circulation
airgeBt daily and weekly
courage on his own part. Nor could
'
f any newspaper In northern New we expect women who had proposed
Mexico.
to shout the fact from the housetops.
Hence statlstlcs-lovlnfolks have idly GERARD ELLIS WEDDING
on
with little
matter
the
TELEPHONES
speculated
..Main 2 hope of ever being able to give fig
OCCURED LAST NIGHT
Business Office ....... . . ...
. .Main 9
ures.
But fortunately the Mother's
Hews Department
Magazine has taken the question up
WERE GIV(EN A
and, under pledge of inviolable se- YOUNG COUPLE
FEBRUARY 18, 1914. crecy as to the
JRT5DNESDAY,
SEND-OFBY 1 HEIR
LAS
identity of correspondents, professes to have made a natioVEGAS FRIENDS
n-wide
inquiry, covering persons of
MOH
THAT ma-EAevery station In life, rich and poor,
Yesterday evening at 6 o'clock at
ruthe home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ger
mob jammed the district educated and illiterate, urban and
A
ral. It announces that out of every ard occurred the wedding of Miss
I 'i .jurt room yesterday, to listen to the
100 marriages 40 result
from pro- Edna Gerard and Mr. Carl Ellis. The
!
trlaL
stalls of a particularly revolting
20 are due to pro ceremony was
e
performed in the
was necessary for the attorneys to posals by the man,
20 come to an
fam- posals by the woman,
none
immediate
the
but
of
matI
'"Jo frankly Into certain delicate
understanding without formal con ilies of the young couple. Rev. J. L.
; ;
tes, for a crime had been done, and tract,
10 arise from unexpected cir Imhof,
pastor of the First Christian
ih.B crowd showed its appreciation of
five are brought about by church, officiated at the ceremony,
cumstances,
blame
to
the
fasten
iho law's efforts
the schemes of parents and friends, which was pretty and impressive. Fol
Ly laughing and crowing over some
and five are "business marriages by lowing the serving of a wedding dincould
Cuts of evidence. Court officers
mutual arrangement."
ner Mr. and Mrs.1 Ellis left on train
auH ikeep the noise down altogether,
The figures are too round to be per No. 2 for Ochiltree, Texas, where they
.though they tried stern ly to control suasive and
every one can figure out will reside on the Ellis ranch.
It People Jammed the doors, the win causes of marriage
not enumerated
The bride was gowned in white ba
dows, and even the space reserved for In the classification. While the mag
trimmed in shadow lace and
tiste
"witnesses and officials. Probably
azine's good faith iR not open to white fur and carried a shower bouof the mass was women and
question, there is an ohvfous uncer
of bride's roses. She presented
jgirls; and some of the old hens sat tainty as to the sincerity of the quet
a beautiful appearance, her natural
s&round with a prissy expression on
If the beauty and her handsome costume
anonymous correspondents.
i .ftheir
faces which showed that they women have been
frank, making her one of the prettiest brides
absolutely
twero Just dying to be shocked. An- the
overturn conventional who has ever plighted her troth in
figures
other tenth was colored men, and the theories. Just how
.
surprising they Las Vegas.
.Test were white men and boys. None
may be to married folks can not be
took place in the
The
ceremony
the
had
crowd
this
business
of
at
any
determined, for the reasons already parlor, which, was' attractively decortrial there were not more than a Intimated. It would be Interesting to ated.
.
f&azen witnesses called and vulgar
know how many of the forty men
Mrs. Ellis ia one of Las Vegas' most
is about the only motive that who
proposed were led up to the
an charming young ladiesla
can be given for their presence. All' critical point. The manner of the popular
She has resided here for the past sev16
were
under
excluded leading varies. When it becomes too
IStys and girls
eral years and during that time has
from the room, but the other boys and obvious it defeats Its purposes, a fact
gained many friends. She has a voice
1rls remained in the foul, stuffy
that young women should bear in that has been heard in public- here a
and absorbed fouler, know- mind in studying the tabulation. Man
number of times and which harmonledge. Some of the girts were gassy Is jinlldly a suspicious brute and will izes with her character in its beauty.
'little! pullets, too, whose mothers ought run cif he. eees a girl throwing herself
xt Mr. and Mrs.
She is the
tto bring out the
hair aC it. But fortunately his discernment A. J. Cerard.daughter
5rush for this occasion.
is not very keen. It is only when the
Mr. Ellis is the eon of Mr. and Mrs.
"Every man Is entitled by the law girl and her parents combine that all B. S, Ellis and Is a young man of ex
of our land to the privilege of a publlo hope of capturing him is doomed. ceptional ability. He has resided in
Shearing," said" Judge Harris, "other-"wis-e Sagacious parents are lukewarm to a Las
Vegas the larger part of his life.
I certainly, would have this court desirable suitor.
He is a young man who has scored a
room cleared. Just look at that bunch
:
O
reputation as an athlete andj3 popular
of women there."
CALL WAR FQLLY
with the young people.
,
Readers may draw their own moral,
Washington, Feb. 18. Economic folThe bridal couple were greeted by
3 there is one. Emporia Gazette.
ly of war was discussed, in an ad on of the largest crowds that ever
dress here today by Norman Angell went to the Santa Fe station to bid
or England before the
a1 bride and grom "Bon Voyage."
lMtE.VCU EUS AISE TO BLAME
in the world's peace The
group
larger part of thw students of the
" ! J
I
congress.
,i
If many people flna il Sard to take ; Mr, Angell declared that armament Normal University, of which Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis are graduates, were, at the
religion seriously; the preachers are to purchases
by European, governments station with rice and old shoes tp give
Silame. Instead of standing up for the
were directly responsible for some of
a send-off- .
The
integrity of the Bible, and insisting the industrial unrest in America; that the young people
were
of
the
decorated,
trunks
couple
that the tall must go with the hide, the Moroccan disturbances raised
was mane to inthey are forever explaining that cer bank rates In Germany and threaten- while special effort
on the train
all
form
the
passengers
tain parts of the Ibook are true, while ed a financial crisis there; that disthat Mr. and Mrs. Ellis were newly
other parts are fiction, and they as turbances of the world's
peace at any married.
'.. '
sume the right to say what is truth,
point was likely to create reaction In
:and what fiction. The preachers bank
rates, and that American busishould defend the truth of the Bible ness would feel the effect of European
and every part of it, and knock the wars within a single day. He declar- CHRISTIANS WILL
3iat off any man who eaya that the ed that as wars
precipitated money
whale didn't swallow Jonah, or that icrlses, it would be folly to adopt any CUMIE
FEE
'
."Noah didn't conduct a
floating zoolc-- f but a world peace policy. '
'ii'b n. A little while ago most
f the argument was about
THEIR M1N3TREL SHOW FRIDAY
such
ENGAGEMENT IS DENIED
'
NIGHT WILL BE FREE FOR
in the old testament; now th
Publication
18.
Feb.'
Washington,
l
FRIENDS OF CHURCH
&ra deputing the divinity of of an official denial of a report that
' '.iVI, ti. cornerstone of the church.
the
Miss Margaret Wilson,
president's
a peacher of International re--i. eldest daughter, waa engaged to be jSince the announcement has been
'.Hi. ill i a statement of hits helM married to Boyd Fisher of Kansas made that the Chrisrran church folk
,
f the other day. in which City, Mo., was requested today by
re trolng to give a minstrel show It
's only fair to state that they had
Xi r
that, so far as birth was the White Housa
heaven,
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the breath away from those who see
this,, their first effort. In black1 face
fuii The participants are practicing
every night this week with their songs
and .choruses.
wo, of the end men, John Burks
and Phil LeNoir, have had a lot of
experience in minstrel work and their
songs an Jokes will be "put over" In
regular professional style. The "circle" will be composed of both ladies
and gentlemen and a feature will be
the singing of the good old fashioned
"down south" songs. Admission is
free to all. The show starts at 8

HUDSON CHANNEL

OPENED

New York, Feb. 17 Two powerful
tugs, aidedj by a rise in the temperature, succeeded this afternoon in
smashing a channel through the ice
that has blocked the Hudson river beo'clock.
tween New York and Yonkers. The
tugs were sent out by the Federal
Sugar Refining company, after the
RAILROAD SUED FOR
government revenue service had reported that its cutters were unable to
TAXES FUR 1913 raise the blockade. They haveload-e-a
path through which waiting ships
with coal and raw sugar were able
to
reach
the company's docn at YonkDISTRICT ATTORNEY ALSO FILES
ers.
ACTION AGAINST RED RIVER
d

VALLEY

COMPANY

KINDEL SAYS HE IS A

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward this morning- filed suit; against
the Atchison, Tppeka and Santa Fe
Railway company for 5S.197.07. This
amount is alleged to be due the counf
of the taxes
ty for the first
for 1913. The state board of equalization last year ordered stricken from
the tax rolls the assessment made by
the county commissioners for town,
city and school purposes. The county
treasurer, under the belief that It
was his duty to collect the money.
was about to inform the railroad he
was about to do so, when representatives of the railroad informed him the
tax was just and they were willing to
pay it. The amount in dispute is the
special levy for school purposes In
school district No. lu.
Mr. Ward also has filed suit against
the Red River Valley company for
$1,839.24 for 1913 taxes.
The com
pany paid upon the valuations fixed
by the board of county commissioners.
Under the raises ordered by the state
board of equalization the company
owes the amount asked for in the
suit.' This is the difference between
the taxes to be raised on the county
commissioners' and jtbe, equalization
board's valuations.
,;
-

SENATE

CANDIDATE

SAYS
COLORADO CONGRESSMAN
HE CAN GET NOWHERE IN
THE LOWER' MOUSE

Washington, Feb. 18. Representative George Kindel of Denver, 'Colo.,
today announced his candidacy to succeed Senator Thomas. He will make
his campaign in the Colorado primaries next summer on transportation
rates and commercial equality for
Denver and Colorado.
"I now shy my hat Into the ring for
the senatorship," said Mr. Kindel, "on
these two big questions. I can get
nowhere in the house with them and
have made up my mind that I'd rather
be a dead senator than a live fool
representative."

EARTHQUAKE

HERS

DRIVES

FROM WORK

;

NEVADA'S UNDERGROUND WORK
ERS TAKE NO CHANCE OF
BEING ENTOMBED

DANCING WILL BE

WILL

has done."
The prisoner wore the badge of
the Women's Social and
union. She was remanded for further
;,v" ;
inquiry"1
Lord Wearlale's" assailant is Miss
Mary Lindsay of London.
Counsel later in the day applied to
the police magistrate to grant ball to
Miss Lindsay, saying she .tad, mis
taken Lord Weardale for "Premier
whom she considered reeponsl-blfor the mistreatment of women in
prison. The attorney said an apology
would be made to Lord Weardale. The
magistrate, however, refused to grant
bail, saying the act was that of a lunatic. He added that he Intended to
inquire into the state of the prisoner's
.
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mind.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE?;
New York, Feb. 18. The ' market

assumed no definite aspect today until shortly before noon, when there
was a general rise in prices. Selling
of Great Northern preferred and Union
Pacific gave the list at times a reac
tionary trend.
The improvement which eventually
took place lifted Union Pacific, United States Steel, New York Central
and Pennsylvania a point over yesterday's close and other leading shares
nearly as much. New Haven , made
up most of a loss of Y- - Buying was
not in large volume, but operations on
the long side were conducted more
confidently when it became, evident
that bear selling was having little effect. Bonds were steady. ((
r
News that President Wilson favcr-ean early decision in the freight
rate cases infused more life into the
dealings and caused demand for both
accounts. A large number ,of( stocks
sold a point or more above yester,
day's close.
Pennsylvania, New Haven, Great
Northern preferred and Union Pacific
were features of the late buying.
The market closed heavy.
Large
selling orders were executed in the
final half hour, and prices reacted
from 1 to ty2 points.
The last sales were:
7R
Amalgamated Copper
107
Sugar '.
98
Atchison
67,,4
Reading
:
Southern Pacific
162y8
05
United States Steel
110
United States Steel, pfd

;

especially as seasonable weather

pre-

The only damage done here by the a reaction. The close was steady,
to
under last night. ' ;
earthquake consisted of broken wina little with wheat.
Corn
sagged
dows, and, in a few cases, cracked
walls. Hundreds of persons, badly News of the beginning of harvest In
frightened, rushed into the streets
from business buildings and residen
ces. A portion of the rront wan or
an apartment house crashed to the
pavement below and several pedes
trians had a narrow escape.
;j
1
XV.
Reports from Virginia City and
Carson say that the shock was very
severe there, although the amount of
damage is not known. Miners left
their work in the Comstock mines
and made their way to the surface,
believing themselves to be imperilled
Windows and walls
in the mines.
were cracked in both places.

..TANGO
The dancing feature of the Elks'
minstrel show promises to be one of
the big hits of the performance. This
will be an exhibition of the tango and
other new dances, many that have not
been seen in Las Vegas as yet. All
the dancers are adepts, and their act
in the Elks show doubtless will prove
interesting.
The dancers will appear in couples
as follows: Miss Mary Harris and Mr.
'
Donald Hart, Miss Marie , Clement
and Mr. Charles Trumbull, Miss Re- glna Stern and Mr. Orrin Blood, Miss
Chellal Van Pettevand Mrt! Arthur
Miss Lucy piement and .Dr. Clif
ford Losey,
,.tIann and
Mr. Cecil Boucher.
The ticket sale has been heavy today, a number of young ladies- and
Elks canvassing the city and enjoying a good sale. This assures a large
attendance at the show. The. reser
vation ia said by Mr. Murphey to be the
largest in the history of the opera

vest-- r
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somewhat to our
pride In our establish
ment, also the desire to'
grow in your patronage.
You profit by our experience and we save yon H
time over sending your
optical work away. GIVE
due

US A TRIAL.

Taupert
Manufacturing Optician
Argentina counted against the bulls.
The market, after starting
cent lower to a shade up, weakened to a slight
additional extent. The close was
cent net decline.
weak at
Oats proved relatively steady, hut
buying was only Bcatii?red.
Higher prices for hogs carried provisions up grade. First sales ranged
from a shade decline to 7
advance.
Not all of the gains, though, were
held. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 94; July 89.
Corn, May 66; July' 6514.
Oats, May 39.
'

Pork., May $21.70; July $21.78.
Lard, May $10.92; July $11.05.
Ribs, May $11.57; July $11.:2.
CITY LIVE

STOCK

Kansas City, Feb. 18. Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk $8.40S.65; heavy, $S.658.70;
packers and butchers $8.508.65;
lights $8.35018.60; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market steady to strong. Prime fed steers $8.40
9.25; dressed beef steers $7.25
8.35; western steers $78.40; southern steers $67.75; cows $4.407.50;
heifers $6.759; stockers and feeders
$6.507.75; bulla .$67. 50; calves
'
$6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steap
dy. Lambs $77.50; yearlings $6
6.65; wethers $5. 257. 25; ewes $4.80
;
5.30.

INI

?

Mlss-;rMarI-

one1

complete, shops

KANSAS
CHICAGO, BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 18. WTieat eased off
today, cables being regarded as unresponsive to yesterday's advance on
this side of the Atlantic. Predictions
of liberal world shipments tended also
to induce profit taking by holders and

An earth- vails in the winter crop belt and over
Reno, Nev., Feb.
a. m. the spring wheat region as well. Open10:18
at
here
occurred
quake
to
and lasted ing prices, which varied from
The shock was violent
cent off to a shade advance, were
about three seconds. The direction
followed by a dip all around and then
was from southeast to northwest.

YOUNG SOCIETY FOLK
DO THE FAMOUS ..

you should not forget thff
expense and cantcwB,haye
taktfh to give you here; at

"hoirie

:

18.

FEATURE STUNT
TALENTED

"I meant to give him a good threshing. You don't know what harm he

d

one-hal-

one-icen- th

,

s

trans-Atlanti-

the shortne? of time in getting ready for their mmstrelette the
reports are that they .are going to
have a surprise that will fairly take

'

..

inson, president of the Chicago Aeroplane club, is now on his way to Mia
mi, Florida, according to the dispatch,
where the plans for building and
c
aeroplane
launching the
are to be perfected.
According to information given to
airmen here. C. C. Witmer, Lincoln
Beaehey and Tony Steadinan are to
be the pilots in the flights, with Jay
J. MicC&tthy as navigator. Gasoline
tanks which can be dropped when the
contents aro exhausted were said to
be an iategraj part Pf the equipment
for the giant aeroplane,
proppBe
whoe wings will spread 48 feet frojfc
tip to tip. A wireless outfit with 10
miles radius of efficiency also will be
part of the equipment.

planned the date for Friday, February
20 before the Elks changed their date
from Thursday to Friday uight. On
account of conflicting dates next week
the Christian people- feel that they
cannot postpone the! time of their

.
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BRITISH DARON

SHE DECLARES SHE IS SORRY
SHE DIDN'T DO A BETTER
Rehearsals will continue tonight
. JOB OF IT
cast
is
the
and tomorrow; night, and,
expected to be in condition .to render
London, Feb. 18. A militant suffrathe production in an excellent way.
armed with a whip, savagely
gette,
All the members , are .working hard
attacked Baron,, Weardale "while he
..show
and assure, the public that ;the
was waiting today with 200 other wed
one.'
.
wjll be
fn,, (. ding guests for a train to Aitnrop
The party was
Park, Northampton
to attend the wedding of the
going
TO
GIANT AEROPLANE
Hon. Sydney Peel, son of Tlscount
Peel, and Lady Delia Spencer, daughATTEMPT GREAT TRIP ter of Earl Spencer. The suffragette
apparently mistook the elderly peer
for one of the cabinet ministers. After
THE MACHINE WILL BE PILOTED the, blows from the woman's dog whip
'
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC BY
ho fell to tha ground.
asTHREE AVIATORS
When the suffragette who had
saulted- Lord Weardale was arraigned
'
she refused to give her name and told
Chicago, Feb. 18. Harold F.
the police magistrate that she did not
aeroplane enthusiast and
of John D. Rockefeller, who. desire to eay anything.
has already installed
Ix)rd Weardale said the woman was
a
in
a
home
from
his
stranger to him. As a possible extransportation
northern suburb to downtown Chicago, planation of the assault he noted that
has planned to fly aoroBS tho Atlantic be and Earl Curzon of Kedleston were
vean In the largest aeroplane yet joint presidents of the
built, according to inrormation which society. The detective whi arrested
-the suffragette in Euston station said
eached here today.
Mr. McCormlck, with Charles Dick- - she told him;

house.
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son-in-la- w

hydro-aeroplan- e

HPO every man young enough to ';
ijeelTthe tonic of Spring, w0 ui.v
rv
simply want to say
The new Spring Stetsons are

here, ready for your selection !
You know what that means in
this store 7 Z 7
Representative assortments full
range of. sizes variety of models
and a striking display of the new
Spring style features. Come see them.
r j
St oi : or Qwality"
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PERSONALS

This Bak ing Powder

Mrs. Ollia Shearer, midwife. Hotel
fiomaine. Adv.
M. M. Brtekel of Springer came la

lyt

1

last night for a short business visit.

J. H. Ricker, Jr., of Shoemaker was

a business visitor m Las

Ver;as

A. G. Green of Albuquerque came in

yesterday evening for a short business
v
visit in this city.
A. H. Heyn of Albuquerque came in
last night for a few days' business
visit la Las Vegaa.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. arton returned
last night from Denver wherj they
have been for the past week.1 '
Paul Copeland o! Denver came In
yesterday evening for a short business
visit here. He is a commerciaman.
James Cochran, a dining car inspector, came in laat nighd from'dhicago
for a brief business visit In Las
.

QUIT AS THE

The large can of K C lasts longer
than 25 cents worth of other baking

CHMlPIfli

For goodness sake, use

,

-

::

-
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GEORGE

NEVILLE

DEAD

Nefr Yori Feb, 18. George W. NeSENT INTO EXILE ville,
one of the most prominent members of the "New York Cotton ExBILLINGHURST OF PERU WILL change, and its president during 1911
and 1912, died today at Elizabeth, N.
NOT BE ALLOWED TO RE- J., after an operation for appendicitis.
AGAIN
He was 52- - years old. He established
cotton exchange firm of Weld and
the
18.
GuIUermo
Feb.
Lima, Peru,
j., ;
the deposed president of Neville.',
was
Into
sent
toexile
Peru,
today,
- "Whoa
big
Bill'!, Phillips, former
gether with his son George, and his
minister' of the interior, Don Gonzales league pitcher and now manager of
Tirado. At midnight the fallen chief the Indianapolis Federal league team,
executive ;was taken from the prison believeaL'ti IcaV f cimejpack."' The
where h,e(has been confined, since his fact that he
f iSonlinJbe game
little
overthrow' on February 4. He was will not deter BM f?ora 'doing
then transported to Callao, where ha pitching himself, this seasoL .
and his companions were placed on
board the: Peruvian cruiser Lima be"Uncle Tom" McCarey of Vernon,
fore dawn. The war Vessel weighed Cal., has cut his afternoon boxing
anchor, at 4 o'clock In the morning shows, since he dropped ?1,200 In the
recent WilliamajCampl engagement.
and left for Panama,

fVrRN
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NOTES ,..

.

Tom Clarke and Grover Cleveland
Hartley of the St. Louis Cardinals
have declined to sign contracts at the
terms offered.
;"'""''
William B. Hanna, a well known
New York baseball writer, has been
appointed official scorer of the New
York Giants.
Joe Berger and Russell Blackburne
are to fight It out for the regular job
White
at second base for the Chk-ago

Sox.

The Kat fas Stale league has been
reorganized, wifh Great Bend, Sdlina,
Hutrhinson, Newton. Clav Center and
'.Smporia making up the circuit.
to
p'lbl'shed reports,
Contrary
Catcher "Gabby" Street did not Jump
to the Federals. The former battery-mat- e
of, Walter Johnson has signed
with the .Chattanooga Southern league
team.
George Graham, thw'new president
e
of the
league, believes in
the strict enforcement of a monthly
salary limit. At the same time he ad
vocates abolishing the individual limit
Trl-Stat-

a

month.
The Louisville club of the American
association will pitch its . training
camp this spring at irort Myers, Fla
This will be the first time the Colonels have ever .journeyed to the far
of $175

south for spring practice.
The flop of "Hap" Myers to the Fed.
eral league cost the Boston Braves
Boston traded Myers to Ro$3,500.
chester for Qulnn and Schmidt and
agreed to pay Rochester $3,500 If Myers was not delivered.
Pitcher "Big Ed Walsh was the
first member of the White Sox to report at Paso Robles, Cal., where the
Chicago team is to get Into condition
this year. Ed believes he is due for
a great year on the mound.
Maine is back on the baseball map.
Portland and Lewlston will' have
teams in the New England league this
season.
It will be up to Bobby Byrne to fill
Otto Knabe's place with the Phillies.
Though heretofore he has played at
third Bobby will now tackle the Job
at second base.
Terry Turner of the Naps, Joe Bush
of the Athletics and Grover Alexander
of the Phillies were the first big
leaguersi to reach Hot Springs for the
annual tuning up.
Fred Gladel, formerly a member of
the St Louis Browns pitching staff,
is now a baseball magnate. He Is Interested in the Grand Island club of
the Nebraska State league.
Two more Redskina are to take a
fling at the national pastime. Manager
Zellar of the Pittsfleld Eastern asso
ciation team has signed Big Six Jacks
and Pine Tree Nelson, fullblood Iro
-

quois.

What with keeping, tab on the
headquarters of the American league,
the Federal league, the Chicago White
Sox, the Chicago Cubs and the Chicago Feds, Chicago tmseball scribes
have nothing to dp, till, tomorrow.
Columbia, S. C, and ,Ajigusta, Ga.,
have reentered the South Atlantic
circuit
league, making an eight-cluThe other members of the league are
Charleston, S. C Jacksonville, Fla.,
and (Macon, Albany, Savannah and
,

Columbus,

f-

,

Ga.

,

According. to Clyde Milan, the Senators' star outfielder, the jinks will
surely tag any, player who signs a
contract before he arrives at the
spring training camp. Clyde never
signs up until he Is on the ground ready for work.

Leu VGCaiLoadinStoro
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.$114,220X0
6,328.67

.
.

i
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4,800.00

GR.OWTH

,

Deposits .
Loans i.
Total Resources

Feb. 12,

Feb.

1913

j.

12, 1914

p

$184,157.18; Increase
861,374.87; Increase
319,225.19; Increase

$105,063.23
154,633.61
217,723,06

75
70--

47

per cent
per cent
per cent

t:

A VESSEL

Ve-j.a-

;

1912

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits..
Dividend Paid January 1st, 1914

The Kansas City Journal has the
folowlng to remarki regarding Ad Wol-gas-

1

s
Coleman arrived In Las
from
afternoon
yesterday
PASSENGERS ON THE STEAMER
busdnesc visit
LAPLAND RELATE A NOVEL
iuerque for a short
liere.
EXPERIENCE
W. P. Copeland, representative for
the Kellogg Corn Flakes company, New York., Feb. 18. Among the rewas a business visitor here today from markable storm stories told by the
Denver.
passengers of the steamship Colum
Joshua Powers left last night for bia of the Anchor line and the Red
I,a Junta where he will be employed Star liner Lapland, both of which
with the Agua Pura company for came into port today, two days late,
some time.
'1
were accounts of a' v.rge and brilliant
Mr. and Mrs. F. C Mitchell of Den meteor which burned its way through
ver, Colo, arrived in Las Vegas this the snow and hail and plunged hissafternoon and will be visitors here for ing into the sea within a short dissome time.
tance of the Lapland.
'
Miss Elsie Catlin returned to Las
Passengers said that on Friday
"
Vegas last night from California night they were startled (by the apwhere she has been visiting for the
pearance In the northern sky of a brilpast few weeks.
liant ball of fire. Shooting In a paraGeorge Schoesmith, representative bola toward the liner, It seemed to
tor the Burroughs Adding Machine them almost certain to fall on the
company, was a business visitor in Lapland's deck. Instead It burst into
Las Vegas today.
pieces with the report of a cannon
Mr. and Mrs.; P. M. Courtney of and sank Into the sea. "''
s
Springfield, 111., ''arrived in Las
The Columbia brought in the lowest
last night and willbe visitors barometrical recor ever reported in
"iiere for the next few days.
the history of the Anchor line, and
Stephen Powers, manager of the the story of a hurricane in which the
Agua Pura company, left last night ship was tossed about like a shell.
'
for Newton, Kan., where he will be
on business for sevemf weeks.
GEORGIANS HONOR BACON
' H. N. Graubarth will leave tonight
Ga., Feb. 18 Thousands of
Atlanta,
for eastern markets where he will buy
Georgians
today to pay trib
gathered
and
Hoffman
the
spring stock for
tDe late Senator
of
to
ute
the
memory
graubarth store of which he is one Bacon. The
was
one of public
day
ot the owners.
The body lay in the state
D. H. Taichert, brother of Joseph mourning.
and Milton Taichert of this city, ar house. Headed by the military band,
rived 'in Las Vegas yesterday after regular troops from Fort McPherson
escorted the body from the train, and
sioon from Louisville, Ky., and will
later in the day it was taken to Macon
some
time.
remain for
for burial tomorrow.
Judge H. L. Waldo, accompanied by
T.
A.
Rogers, Jr.,
hsiis daughter, Mrs.
SCHOONER IS MISSING
and her son Waldo, left la3t night for
Washington, Feb. 18. The revenue
Colorado Springs, Col., where he will
cutter Onondaga was ordered out from
remain for some time.
Mrs. A. O. Carson, assompanied by Norfolk today to look for the 2,000 ton
"her daughter, Miss Pearl Carson, came schooner Kineo of Bath, Maine, with
In this afternoon from Albuquerque. a crew of 11, about 100 miles east of
friends here Cape Henry.- She was from Port Ar
They will be visitors with
'
thur, Texas, for Providence, R. I. The
Tor the next few days
David Henden, employed by the Las Kiheo put la at Nassau on January
eVgas Mercantile company, has been 29 with her cargo shifted and sails
alled to his home in Las Animas, missing.
the
serious
account
of
Colo, on
TO DROP OWEN BILL
of his sister. He will leave this
Washington, - Feb. 18. Opposition
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Houten left last to- the Owen Mil to regulate stock exnight for Trenton, Mo., where they changes took the form of a movement
will reside. Mr. and Mrs. Houten
today to drop the measure. At a meetwere residents of,.: Las Vegas ing of the senate banking committee
and have been visiting here for the plans for its future will be discussed.
It Is not an administration bill and
past several weeks.
President; Wilson has refrained from
indicating!, his views.'
U
PRESIDENT

DEPOSED

BUSINESS, OCTOBER,

Willie Ritchie, world's lightweight
champion, finally has yielded to public
clamor and will defend his title ia the
near future, his opponent being Adol-phu- s
Wolgast, the sturdy little Dutchman from whom Ritchie won the
championship on a foul 15 months
The matching of this pair Is
ago.
the most notable event that has marked the new year In pugilism.
Milwaukee has secured tliis fistic
plum. The date of the match is uncertain as yet, but in all probability
the boys will be brought together during; the second week m March. The
dates of March ,9, 11 and i3 are under
consideration.
The weight la to be 135 pounds at
9 o'clock.
For his services Ritchie
is guaranteed the sum of $10,000 with
the privilege of 35 par cent of the
gross, wolgast will fight on a
straight percentage, the' exact amount
of which is 'hot divulged by the pro
moters. It is estimated that the bout
will 'draw a capacity house. The hall
has seats for a trifle over 10,000 persons, and if It is sold. out the total
gate will be in the neighborhood of

.SECURITY
Personal supervision Executive Board, weekly meetings. Sigmlmd Nahm, Bernhardt Appel, Geo. H.
Hunker, Geo. E. Morrison, Charles Danziger, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris.
'
"'
,
v, Examination by State Banking Auditor.
'
examination by special Banking Auditor employed by Board of Directors.
. Independent

'

BASEBALL

MISSED

i .

PEOPLES ;BANK"'l TRUST CO.
BEGAN

FORMER TITLE HOLDER AMBITI
OUS TO WIN BACK CROWN
FROM RITCHIE

KC

METEOR NARROWLY

Ve-3a-

.

t

(

:

Ve-sa- s.
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WOULD

Keeps Its Strength
powders but no matter how long it
takes to get to the bottom the last
spoonful is just as good as the first.
K C raises the nicest, lightest biscuits,
cakes and
pastry jyou ever ate, and it
is guaranteed pure and wholesome.'

yen-lerda-

'

i

WOLGAST

FEBRUARY

if

"

5ouit Sidallflj

$40,000.

The matching of Ritchie and Wol
gast is the culmination of weeks of
correspondence that were marked by
vexatious delays and annoying demands on the part ot the champion
which for a time threatened to end
in the calling off of negotiations.
Originally Ritchie held out for $12
000 guarantee with the privilege of
taking half of the receipts. This demand was so exorbitant that the promoters turned the champion down
flat. Slowly, but surely the title hold
er was forced to make concessions,
until finally, the teiias above mentioned were agreed upon.'
Wolgast has always been firm in
his belief that he is the master of the
title holder, and his eagerness to sign
for another bout has been striking
evidence of thi Confidence that lie
has in himself. Ritchie, on the other
hand, has been extreiuly reluctant in
discussing battle terms and were it
not for the fact that sporting writers
the country over have been criticising
him for his failure to meet the tough
boys of his class. It is likely that the
champion would have continued to
put off the inevitable.
a
Wolgast s future plans Include
battle with u'ommy Gary of
o., Monday
Chicago, at Cincinnati
night and about four days of thea
trical work thereafter1. At the com
pletion of this the Dutchman will go
to Milwaukee and beglm active training for the title match.
Wolgast has cancelled two lucrative
matches In order to give himself plen
ty of time to carefully prepare for the
championship bout. He was schedul
ed to box Johnny Dundee at New
York City an February 20, and one
week later he was booked to meet
Charley White in a return engagement
at Milwaukee. Both f these match
es have be'en postponed until after
the meeting 'with Ritchie.
That Wolgast Is capable of facing
Ritlchie to the utmost is the belief
of the thousands of fans who have
seen the Dutchman in his recent
comeback campaign. Wolgast today
Is nearer to his championship form
than he has been since the time he
won the1 title from Battling" Nelson.
Simple haJMts and a systematic plan
of training have rehabilitated the Wolverine wildcat In his bouts with
Joe Rivers and Charley White the
Dutchman fought with, the same tiger
ish ferocity that" he displayed ' two
"
years ago. Many "had thought that
Wolgast would not 'successfully' withd
stand a hard
battle, but the
manner In which he worked In the
White and Rivers contests convinced
the most skeptical that Wolgast is
himself again.
"I am firmly satisfied now that my
physical condition Is sound," Wolgast
remarked the day following his meet-to- g
with Rivers.' "I had feared that
body punching would distress me, bttt
I discovered in the match with Rivers
that I could withstand the blows just
as easily as I used to. Rivers ripped
la some hard punches to my body,
yet I took them all, and those who
saw ma at the finish cannot deny
that I looked as well cs I did before
.?'
I Started.
"If I did not think that I could teat
Ritchie I would not be so eaercr for a
rematch. I do not have to fight for s
living because I have more than
enough money to keep me la ease fm
the remainder of my duya. But I
:

'

CONDITION
Progressive, Clean, Up to Date.
'

'

-

No bad or questionable paper. No Overdrafts, no Real Estate.
'

,

,

VERDICT OF OUR CUSTOMERS

'"'.

Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt application of banking principles. Reliable information,
Reasonable - loans, Reasonable rates.
rx
5,
4 per cent paid on Savings and Time Deposits and 2 per cent on Checking Accounts.

that Ritchie la holding the
title mainly because of an accident
and I want to convince the public
that my claim is right If I can regain the title I will be content to step
asde and let the present Bwarm of
good boys fight It Out among themselves and decide in that way who Is
right fully entitled tt succeed me as
champion.
My sole abject in seeking
the match Is a desire to win back the
championship and redre with that
honor. I have the best years of my
life before me and I want, future fol
lowers of the ring sport to remember
me as a boxer who was worthy In
every way to be classed with the won
derful fighters who have ruled in the
lightweight class. That honor will be
of some comfort to me In my retire
believe

7JT

SANTA FE.

.

ment."

Wolgast's present attitude and sentiment will scarcely be recognized by
those who knew him in the wild days
of the past. The Dutchman surely is
a changed youth. There Is no more
of Jthe roistering Joy riding spirit in
him, but Instead he is a serious mind
ed mai to whom the simple life of
the farm has more appeal than the
brilliant lights of the cafe. His pur
pose is to round out r.ne span of his
life in the peaceful pursuits of a
country gentleman. It Is an ambition
for which he deserves credit
A movement has been started at
Harvard
University, the object of
which, is to award suitable letters or
emblems to the substitutes of the
various varsity teams who do not
succeed in winning varsity letters by
being sent Into the big contests as
relief players for the first string men
It is pointed out that those substitutes
are of great value In the development
of the teams, acting both as trial
Bquads and substitutes as the occas
ion may demand. The Harvard Crim
son in an editorial on the subject
states:
"The .rules governing athletic 6ports
at Harvard contain the following provision: 'Such substitutes on the baseball and football teams, or crews, as
shall be designated by the captain of
the team or crew, and approved by
the graduate treasurer, maiy use the
letters H. A. A.' So far as we know
no insignia has1 been granted under
this rule. At present the baseball or
football substitute classes neither
with the first team nor the second,
though of more ability than the second team man who wins an 'H2nd,'
receives no recognition; the member
crew, in spite
of the second
of working down to the eve of the
rae with Yale, Tecelve none a condition very evidently unfair. We beg,
then, to suggest that separate Insignia
for substitutes be established in each
sport perhaps H. F.' in football, 'H.
as forB.' in baseball, 'H. U. B.
merly In crew, and 'H. H.! T.' for since
hotkey lias ascended to a seat among
the majors It should be Included. The
form of insignia is a detail however;
of Jreal Importance Is a material recognition of some sort for the substitute."
four-oare-

d

C

The recent agitation relative to the
student playing "summer'
college
baseball has led to many Interesting
proposals offered as a solution of the
eocalled eviL A number of the leading eastern college team captains
have announced that they are in favor
of the collegian being permitted to
play for money or other Inducements
during the vacation months without
coleffecting his amateur status in
lege s porta. Faculty opposition is
like'- - to prevent the adoption of any
such rule but Dr. Young of Cornell
has advaee. an Idea which may
receive more ponsideration. It is to
grade the college teams according to
the de?,Tca of the strictness with
wuttsh.tJiejr observe ;.ne amateur rule
in basobaJl.

.

AND RETUHN

Annual Reunion Scottish Rite of New
Mexico, February

23-25t-

1914

h.

Tickets on sale February 21, 22, and 23, 1914.
return limit February 28th. 1914

Final

Mm D. L. BATCHELOR
MM

AGENT

"The remedy "for the present unsatisfactory state of affairs," writes Dr.
Young, "lies in the hand3 of the National Collegiate .association. Let it
appoint a baseball committee which
will get a positive statement from
each of the institutions represented
in its body as to the question, and
publish that list, classifying the colleges perhaps as A, B. C. Then when
an Institution belonging the Class A,
which stands for a rigid adherence to
amateur principles, plays an institution In another class, the conditions
of competition are Known to everybody and the result judged according
ly. In determining the final rating
of the various teams, of course only
those colleges could be considered for
the
Intercollegiate
cnampionship
which compete on a etrteffly amateur
basis. their' Kames with the Bummer
hotel and
players
being in the nature of practice games,
the same as games with
professional teams."
'semi-profession-

ut

TO

GIANTS

LEAVE

BOWLING GAME TONIGHT
The second of the series of boxball
games by telegraph will be played tonight at the Y. M. C. A. between the
local five and the team from St.
George, Kansas. The local team now
leads In the match by over COO pins,
but the match will not be won until
the last frame is rolled because total
pins,

count

From the Kansas end comes the report oi great in terest In the match, over
200 witnessing the games. Last tima-thwires did not reach the local Y.
M. C. A. until the next morning, hut
tonight the results will be known either while the team is bowling or shortly after. The'publie is cordially ina!"
vited,
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Johnny Kilbane vs. Jack Whits, 10
rounds at Milwaukee.
"K. O." Brown vs. Patsy Drouillard,
8 rounds at Windsor.
Howard Baker vs. Eddie Joliasonw
20, rounds at Pueblo.

FOR MARLIN

Georges
Carpentier, the French
New York, Feb. 18. A bunch of the
has declined an offer to
champion,
champion New York Giants gathered meet Eddie
McGoorty.
In town today, preparatory to starting
tomorrow for the training camp at
Martin, Texas. Among those who will
make the trip are nearly all of "the
young players,' the entire 'catching
staff and Pitcher Christy Mathewson.
The majority of the old players, exThose desiring- work done
cepting those who axe on the world
tour with Manager McGraw, will start
will please call on or phone
for Marlin in another week. The
A. W. Patterson.
world tourists will Join the club the
second week in 'March and then will
Las Vegas Transfer Co,.
commence a series of exhibition
523 Sixth Street
Phone Main 43
games which will continue until the
regular season opens In April.
?
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Miller
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tJEPART&mNT OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
Tucumearl, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That
SB
State of New Mexico, under and
fcy virtue of the act of Congresa approved Jane 20, 1910, hereby makes
i?pilcation for the within described
fKnappropriated, unreserved, and
publio lands, for the beuetlt
f tb a University. Said lands being
fOitisated In tie County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more
described as follows,

CAPITAL

of Tracts
(SWSE'i
fE4NW

Sec.

Twp.

19

i2N

29

12N

Rng. Mer.
25E N.M.
23E Jf. M.
25E N.M.
25B N.M.

12N
30
TiEKSEK
12N
33
S1iSW&
Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
Ail persons wishing to protest
gainst selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
Mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.

r.

a.

J.

M.

Colds, constipations and headache
nare three common afflictions and re-

lieving the constipation helps the
cold and stops the headache. Use
3?ley Cathartic Tablets because they
.mre
very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

18, 1914.
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RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

AN D REGULAR

COLUMN

TIME DEPOSITS

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every Monday night St
A. M. Regular communication first and O. n C. hall, ou Douglas aveoae s
in g o'clock.
third Thursday
Vistting members are
each month. Visiting dially welcome
J. C. Wert, PrejJ
brothers cordially in dent; J. T, Buhler. Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WE G. HAYDON
K. W. KELLT
D. T. HOSKINS

1

.
...

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

.

.
,

President
Vice President
.Treasurer

;
'&

Interest Pedd On Deposits

OPTIC

'BROMO QUININE." It has signature
The ministry of commerce of Japan of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
Sias announced officially that Japan
Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown- will participate in the Panama-PacifiUps
International exposition, at San FranThnt'n uvrfevVt HoneT and Tar Com
cisco in 1915. - The amount for the
confidence of your
the
pound. It has
Japanese representation which has druggist, who knows it wiu give you
keen recommended by the Japanese satisfaction. W. W. Nessmlth, States-borGa., says: "I have used Foley's
authorities Is $600,000.
Honey and Tar Compound In my fam
ily and have sola it in my store ana
Colds Causs Headache and Grip
It never falls to cure." Refuse a subLAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tab- stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
lets remove cause. There is only One Drug Store. Adv.
c

o,

MAIN

NUMBER,

,

Regular

con-- f

vocation first Monday in
,
each . month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
p.; p, q. No.
isnaegar,
Blood, Secretary,
No.

East Bound
Arrive

2....

7:20 p. m

4. ...11:54 p. m
8
2:25 a. m
No. 10
1:35 p. m
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
.
West Bound
NO.
4. Meets every Mondav
venin
'Arrive
their hall on Sixth stret A 11 ,hcih
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
brethren cordiallv invite
H , awi
6:35 a. m
wn nttCUUi No. 3
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
v. u., 1. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No. 9.... 6:35 p. m

B.

Depart
1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

w

tarrh being a constitutional disease,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
requires a constitutional treatment
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internal- pation. Adv.
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-bt- y
destroying the foundation of the
Subscribe for The Optlo.
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable Mills, Exalted
Ruler; D. W.' Condon,
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- Secretary.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-

i

-i-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

D

Lest

East Las Vegas,

fj

It 's giving you
a present tor do
ing something
you 'd do uny
1

N. M.

way wKen you
learn how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an;
Between Normal dormitory
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
and opera house, solid gold bracemonth at W. O. W. hall. Visitin
inch wide. Reward.
let,
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Return to dormitory.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretjiry

LQST

'

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

one-fourt-

.

GAZME PRACTICALLY

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tuet
day of the month in the vestry roomi

r.liscQlistscassa

OPPORTUNITY
High uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock v
class general merchandise business, ra. Visiting brothers are cordially in
only store in locality;
making vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
money. Owner must sell because of Greenclay, Secretary.
other interests.
Address Store.

BUSINESS

Ll

Optic office.
JONES-BOWER-

MONUMENT

S

23

E. A. JONES'

Pay us $7.50-- If you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

W. W. BOWERS.

Professional Health Culture for Ladle

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl?
Love at Woodmen oi the World hali
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Visitiw
Montague,

SILVER
FRENCH- -

members are especially welcone anr
.
cordially Invited.

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Massage, Hair and Scalp KNIGHT3 OF COLUMBUS, COUNEMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiO.
C.
R.
hall.
in
purtb.
can be oK.
Thursday
cure, Chiropody.
Pioneer building.
Hotel Romalne
Visiting members
tained in this city from
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne, g
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
'

ALL GROCERS

"LOOPS

THE

LOOP"

AGAIN

French Aviator Repeats Performance
at Juvlty Before Commission of
Army Officers.

France.

Juvtey,

McGlures
J

i

S

s
1

I
I )

Aviator

Pegoud,

the laws of gravitation by
the loop, gave another exhi-

defied
looping

The Woman's Home Companion

bition' here of the same feat In his
Bleriot monoplane.
Before a commission of army officers belonging to the army aviation
corps he flew for half a mile with his
aeroplane turned upside down and
with his head hanging downwards.
M. Bleriot declared the perform
ance was meant to demonstrate that
the monoplane will not capsize.
Pegoud ascended to a height of over
3,000 feet and then pointed his ma
chine straight to earth, with his engine going at full speed. He dropped
to a height of 1,800 feet and then shot
upwards with his machine upside
down. He maintained this position
for a number of seconds and when he
righted the plane he landed safely.
8ea Builds Own Dikes.
Between Happisburgh and
Yarmouth the sea has thrown np a
defense against itself.
Dunes of
blown sand protect
vast pasture
lands that lie below the sea level
and what would happen if the waves
broke through during a violent northeast gale the farmer shudders tc
think.

--
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or More, Each Del very
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers,' and Dlatrlbutors of NattraJ Ice, tie Partly
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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CfffCIieSTEifSPiLLS

BETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,
EO lbs.,

London.

KAnri

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

General

The National Sportsman

ohe

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.

f you use

FLOUR

President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
RENT Furnished rooms with
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
710
board if desired.
Grand avenue.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,

GET

.1

EMPRESS

FOR

1

a. m.
p. m,
p. m.

This elegant Rogers'

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
To lady or gentleman W. O.
W. hall, Sixth street, on the
employed,
comfortable, furnished
first and third Mondays of each
room; no health seekers, phone month at 8 m.
p.
Visiting Knights and
Purple 5301.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,

-

p. to,

u

For Rent

M

phone,

Depart
7:45 p. to.
11:59 p. m
2:30 a. m.
2:00 p. m.

tion and assisting nature in doing its
$100 REWARD, $100
The readers of this paper will be work. The proprietors have so much
pleased to learn that there is at least faith In its curative powers that they
one dreaded disease that science has offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Wertz, Treasurer: ft v
been able to cure In all Its stage, case that It fails to cure. Send for FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat
Trustee.
Cemetery
and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh list of testimonials.
straw, in carload lots or otherwise.
Cure Is the only positive cure now
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- ledo, Ohio.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and

FOR RENT

11

Cil

LOCAL TIME

NO. 8, ROY

i.

m

1

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood-men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-f- t
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
Turn-y,'- yk
jlar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each menth at Ma-All advertisements
lines
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

rol ji

-

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

CHAPMAN

Oash

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOGSZ

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

asmer.
t

RATES

Prentice,

Register.

FEBRUARY

t 100,000.00
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WAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PROCEEDINIGS

COMMISSIONERS'

The board of county commissioners
o the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico, met in regular session at
the court house of said county, in Las
Vegas, New lexico, on the first Mon-ain June, the same being June 2nd,

,

y

A. D. 1913.

Present

cess pools as an outlet mr the Court
Hoube Sewer, which at the present
time empties into the Gallinas River
at the river end of the alley south
of Bridge, street iu the Town of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, for sanitary rea
sons and after full consideration as
to such plans, upon motion,
It is the order of the board that

WEDNESDAY,

18," 1914.

FEBRUARY

The consideration of tax matters
It is ordered by the board that said
f
bond be returned by the clerk to said is further proceeded with by the
Justice of the Peace of Precinct No. board, sitting as a board of equaliza13, with instructions to correct said tion, within and for San Miguel County,
bend changing the amount thereof to New Mexico.
$500.00.
jBills Approved.
The following bills and accounts on
Bills Approved.
The following accounts rendered file in the office of the clerk and due
against the County of dan Miguel, New by the countiy of San Miguel, having
Mexico, having been filed in the of- been examined and approved for payfice of the clerk, upon examination ment by the board, sitting as the
thereof, it is ordered by the board board of county commissioners In 6ald
that said bills be approved for pay- county, the clerk is directed to Issue
ment,1 and thel clerk is directed to is- his several warrants upon the county
sue his several warrants hi settlement treasurer in settlement thereof,
No. 9975, Dan Rhodes, conveying,
thereof, upon the treasurer of said
Miguel
Griego, hurt, $1.50.
county,
No. 9976, Red Cross Drug Co., salts
No. 9935, Jose L. Galindre, janitor,
for Co. Jail, $0.50.
May, $21.00.
No. 9977, Roman Gallegos, sheriff
No. 9936, J. M. Martinez, work on
ex.
St. vs. R. Martinez, $13.00.
on
$68.00.
culverts
boulevard,
No. 9978, Roman Gallegos, team
No.. 9937, J. M, Martinez, repair two
hire, $2.50.
bridges, precinct No. 26 $5.00.
No. 9979, J. C. Johnsen and Son,
No. 9938, J. M. Martinez, lumber

if

K,.J

FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. cess pools be constructed under the
JOHN H. YORK,
supervision of Health Officer M. F.
ANTONIO A. GALLEGOS. Des Marais, at the east end of the
County Commissioner. Court House sewer close to the Gal
ANTONIO A. GALLEGOS. linas River, and, as an outlet to said
County Commissioner. sewer, which runs along the alley on
LORENZO DELOADO,
the south side of Bridge street, is
Clerk of the Board.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, and that a
FLORENTINO MONTOYA,
contract be entered into for the build
Interpreter.
ing of said pools, such work to be
The record of the proceedings of commenced at as early a day as posthe previous meetings read, approved sible, the cost thereof to be assessed
and signed.
between the County of San Miguel
23.
and all such persons who have either
A petition signed by certain, proper- house or store connections with above
and repairing culverts on boulevard, burial, Roman Alfaro, $15.00.
ty owners owning land in Precinct No. said sewer.
No. 9980, J. C Johnsen and Son,
23, County of San Miguel, New Mex- Roybal Land Pecos Bridge.
$17.36.
ico, and situated: near the bridge reThe board having heretofore at a (No. 9939, Jose G. Lucero, janitor, burial, Lewis Hunter, $15.00.
No. 9981, Roman Gallegos, ex. State
cently built by the county near the previous session allowed and approved May, $40.00.
town of San Jose, having been present the claim of Antonio Roybal for a
No. 9940, John HH. York, county vs. M. L. Fox, $13.10.
No. 9982, Red Cross Drug Co., 2
ed to the board setting forth that by certain piece of land used by the com. expense Pecos
,9b.
the erection of said bridge the public County of San Miguel, in the erection
No. 9941, Fidel Ortiz, Co. Com. ex boxes rubber bands, $2.60.
No. 9983, Chas. O'Malley, 1 ceiling
road has been closed up and they have of the Pecos bridge, within said conn pense Pecos, $8.95.
no outlet or road from their said lands ty and the approaches leading tnereto,
No. 9942, Serafin Baca, digging socket, etc., $2.15.
No. 9984, Roman Gallegos, sheriff,
and praying that the board purchase the sum of $12.00 having been allow- grave, Ursula Medina, $5.00.
- or condemn enough land to establish ed as compensation, upon motion,
No. 9943, M. M. Sundt, plastering, 1,000 stamped envelopes, $21.24.
"
It la ordered that the board do now
a public road for the use ef the petiIt is ordered by the board that a etc., court house, $51.25.
tioners and to provide an outlet for warranty deed be executed by the
adjourn until tomorrow morning at
No. 9944, Roman Gallegos, exp.
10:00 o'clock.
travel to the lands of said parties and said Antonio Roybal and his wife con vs. Ramon Garcia, $13.00.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
the board having considered the mat- veying the said land so purchased lo No. 9945, D. R. Murray, J. P. fees,
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk.
ter, upon motion, an offer having been the County of San, Miguel, and that $2.50.
made by Roman Galegos to deed suf- upon the delivery of such instrument
Wednesday, June 4, A. D. 1913.
No. 9946, David Sandoval, case state
The board mei pursuant to adjourn
ficient land for said roadway for the the clerk is directed to pay over the vs. Basilio Madrid, $2.50.
sum of $10.00,
No. 9947, Amador Ulibarrt, salary, ment
warrant upon the treasurer of tne
Present the same county commis
It is ordered by the board that such county for the above mentioned sum. May, jailer, $30.00.
offer be accepted and the sum of 10,00 Weights and Measures.'
No. 9948, Adolfa Ortiz, salary, jail sioners, clerk and Interpreter as of
be paid to Roman Galegos for suffiyesterday, during the morning session.
A communication from the secre guard, May, $40.00.
The record of the proceedings of
cient land near the bridge at San tary of the state of New Mexico re
No. 9949, Jose A. Gallegos, rep, asJose, San Miguel County, New Mex-- . questing that the sets of standard sessors schedules, etc., $2.50.
yesterday read, approved and signed.
ico. in order to open a roadway lead9950, Las Vegas Light and Taxi Matters.
No(.
weights heretofore purchased by the
The board proceeded with the furing to the lands of the petitioners who county be returned to him, in order Power Co., light at court house and
ther consideration of all tax matters,
have signed the petition above men- that the same may be tested for use bridge, $35.00.
'
tioned.
No. 9951, D. W. Condon, 10 tons sitting as a board of equalization, and
under the new weights and measure
such petitions and complaints pertain
New Precinct from Nos. 22 and CO.
the
coal, $35.00.
law of 1913, and upon motion,
Dionicio Ulibari and Reymundo
with
ing thereto, for the year 1913, and pri
Co.,
to
Fur.
No.
Rosenthar
9952,
instructed
was
laying
comply
clerk
or thereto, and with the calling of the
residents of Precinct No. 50 said demand and forward said weights carpets, 6 cuspidors, $10.35.
within San Miguel County, New Mex- to the secretary as requested.
No. 9953, Desiderio C. Do Baca, re- precincts within the county in rota
tion, so that such tax matters may be
ico, appeared before the board' and Taxes Rutenbeck Property.
pairing valve, etc., $2.50.
fees
const,
entered a protest against the granting
No.
Felix
9954,
presented in turn and order, and also
Sandoval,
(Petition Insert)
with the examination and approval of
of a petition heretofore filed and pre$3.45.
ORDER
sented to the board, asking that a
No. 9955, Santiago Amaya, cleaning the tax schedules for the said year
The foregoing petition having come
1913.
new precinct be established in the before the undersigned board of coun ct. room, laying carpets, $6.00.
eastern part of the county to be made
It is ordered that the hoard do now
9956 El Independiente Pub. Co.,
board
No.
said
the
and
of
San
Miguel,
ty
up of portions of Precincts Nos. 22 having made due investigation into pub, county com. proceedings, etc., adjourn until tomorrow morning at
10:00 o'clock.
and 50 and upon motion, the board or- the facts therein contained
the $3.75.
FIDEL UHTIZ, Chairman.
dered that! the above matter be heard some having been found to be correct,
No. 9937, El Independiente Pub. Co.
. LORENZO
DELGADO. Clerk.
Attest:
in full at the next regular session.
of
treasurer
$2.10.
thfct
supt.,
the
notices,
county
oioen-It is
June
5th, A. D. 1913.
Contract Villanueva Bridge.
No. 9958, El Independiente Pub. Co.,
Thursday,
said country be and hereDy is airecc
The board met pursuant to adjourn
The contract with the Missouri Val- ed to describe the property mentioned 1,000! envelopes, assessor, $7.00.
,No. 9959, Mt. States Tel. Co., rent ment,'
ley Bridge and Iron company for the in taid petition urcn the tax rclls of
Present the same county ' commis
erection of a bridge at Villanueva, this county fcr the years 18S5 and C. II. and Jail, long dis., $21.60.
within the County of San Miguel, 1SS6 under the names or ineoaore
Noi. 9960, Agua Pura Co., water, sioners, clerk ana interpreter as in
"
State of New Mexico, 'having been and Mary KUe.ibeck and for the years May, $25.00.
yesterday.
No. 9961, M. A. Sanchez, assessor, Tax Matters.
'presented to and approved by the lW. iSSS, 18SS rnd 18w under the
The board proceeded with the fur
State Engineer in conformity with the name of Charles Ilfeld, and that the stamps for office, $12.00.
law and such contract being now ex- tax roll for the year. 1890 be reformed
9962, Jose D. Segura, fees, J. P. ther consideration of all tax metiers,
hibited to the board and approved, so that it will show the taxes of said $5.95.
sitting as a board of equalization, and
No. 99C3, Juan B. Pollack, interpret- such petitions and complaints pertain
upon motion, the clerk is directed to Charles Ilfeld "paid."
forward a copy of said contract to the BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION er, J. P. court, $2.00.
ing thereto, for the year 1913, and
radiaSAN
said Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
No.
OF
pnor thereto, and with the callin? cf
9964,
Frank
J, Gehring,
ERS OF THE COUNTY
the precincts within the county In ro
tors in C. House. $32.05.
company and. to notify said company
MIGUEL.
to proceed with the construction of
No. 9965, Lithgow Mfg. Sta. Co., tation, so that such- rax matters may
By FIDELi ORTIZ, Chairman.
h' presented in turn and ordar, and
said bridge in accordance with the Attest: LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk. bal. due School Supt., April, $42.25.
witn iho examination and app "ov
alio
No. 9966, Roman Gallegos, boarding
provisions of said instrument
Reports, Receipts, etc.
al
the tax schedules for the said
of
etc.,
Taxes Mrs. C. E. Potter.
$150.00.
May,
prisoners,
The following reports, receipts,
.
No. 9967, Roman Galleg03 fuel, May, year 1913.
Upon application, it being shown to submitted to the board, upon examin-The board adjurned, upon motion,
the board that certain property In ation thereof, the same were approved $25.40.
00
No. 99C8, Gilbert Guerin, del. as- until tomorrow morning at 10:.
Precinct No. 5 In the Town of Las and ordered filed in the office of the
o'clock.
New
San
of
Miguel,
sessor's books, $1.50.
Vegas, County
clerk,
FIDEL OkTIZ, Chairman.
No. 9969, Jose A. Gallegfs, rep. ?.
Mexico, belonging to Mrs. C. E. Potter,
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
DELGADO, Clerk.
Attest:1
LORENZO
S.
chairs. Co. Commissioners, $0.50.
being a lot bounded N. E. Chacon;
treasurer, for May 1913.
June
6th, A. D. 1913.
Mer.
Co.,
Friday,
No.
iRomero
cauket,
P. Jaramillo; E. "ew Mexico Ave.;
9970,
by
received
Taxes
Statement of Poll
to adjournmet
pursuant
The board
W. Alley; has not been assessed for Eugenio Romero, treasurer, for May, Ursula Medina, $10.00.
stament.
Red
Cross
Co.,
No.
9971,
Drug
certain years, upon motion,
1913, $102.70.
Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
Present:
It is ordered that the treasurer and
Statement of finersi received by eu tionery, !Co. clerk, $14.55.
H.
county commissioner,
John
and
York,
New
J.
1913,
No. 9972, Frank
collector of San Miguel County,
Gehring, rep.
genio Romero, treasurer for May
and the same clerk and interpreter aa
new toilet, $69.30.
Mexico, levy an assessment of taxes $5.00.
Absent: Antonio A.,
No. 9973, Mercedes Mares, 22 days. of yesterday.
in the sum of $4.00 for the years
Statement of liquor licenses receivcommissioner.
described
county
.
Gallegos,
for
$33.00.
the
treasurer,
atjove
!w"
jail guard,
ed by Eugenio Romero,
The record of the proceedings ol
No. 9974, Mt. States Tel. Co. Tel C.
land and for any other years for May, 1913, $1,248.00.
as-- .
$26.55.
not
collected
read, approved and signed.
said
been
has
yesterday
and
H.
which
Jail, long distance,
property
Statement of liquor licenses
sesscd and that the clerk give the by Roman Gallegos, her:ff, for May
Upon motion the board adjourned Tax Matters:
The board' proceeded with the fur
said treasurer and collector due no 1913, $1,300.00.
until tomorrow morning at 10:00
consideration of all tax matters,
to
ther
o'clock.
treasurer
state
tice of this order.
from
Receipt
to
La Eugenio Romero, county, treasurer,
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. sitting as a board of equalization, and
,
Telephone Gallinas Springs
DELGADO. Clerk. such petitions and complaints pertain
LORENZO
Ldendre.
Attest:
No. 183, $13,303.20.
the year 1913, ana
Romero,
June
to
89
Upon the reading and consideration
No.
3rd, A. D. 1913. ing thereto, for
Eugenio
Tuesday
Receipt
with the calling ot
and
A.
filed
thereto,
treasurer
to
prior
Apolonio
by
of a petition
The board met pursuant
adjourntreasurer, from H. C. swntn,
the county in ro
within
the precincts
ena, asking for leave to use the public City of Las Vegas and school district ment.
such
tax matters may
so
that
or the sides thereof to place
same members of the tation,
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roads,
and maintain a telephone line between
GallinasiSprings and La liendre within
said San Miguel County, New Mexico,
upon motion,
It la resolved by the board of coun
ty commissioners that the said Apolonio A. Sena be, and hereby Is granted
for the period of fifty years from this
date, the right to construct, maintain
and operate all necessary poles, anchors, wires and other fixtures, upon
and along any of the public highways,
roads or bridges of said County of
San Miguel, convenient or proper for
the construction of the telephone line
aforesaid; Provided, that no such
poles or other fixtures shall be placed
80 as to interfere in any manner, with
the necessary use of, or traffic upon
the said; highways, roads and bridges,
or with any other poles or fixtures
now lawfully constructed or maintained thereon.
Cesspools1 C. H. Sewer.
Pr. M. F. DesMarais, health officer
of the County of San Bligucl, State of
New Mexico, appeared before the
board and gave notice that it will be
necessary for the county to construct

No. 2, $4,860.82.
Receipt No. 90

to Eugenio Romero,
Delgado, treasMartin
from
treasurer,
school dis
and
urer town of Las Vegas
4,
$1,091.54.
1
Nos.
and
tricts
Road Repairs, etc.
Communications having been re
ceived- and read to the board from
F. O. Blood stating that the aeequia
crossing between Los Alamos auu
also
Sapello is- almost impassable and
board
the
S.
from
Powers, informing
that two diverts, on the Hot Springs
boulevard are in bad condition by
reason f the undermining of the
foundations thereof, respectively, upon
motion the board ordered that repairs
to the said crossing and culvert as
niRy be necessary, upon examination,
'
be made forthwith.
J. P. Bond Precinct 13.
The official bond of Juan Maestas,
Jr., Justice of the Peace of Precinct
No. 13, within and for the County of
-

San Miguel, state of New Mexico, having been submitted to the board, upoa
examination fherof, such bond Is found
to be deficient, in that, the sum of
said bond is $400.00 instead of $300.00,
required by law, therefore,

Present the
board and officers thereof, as of yesterday.
The record of the' proceedings of
yesterday read, approved and signed.
Tax Matters.
Upon motion of John II. York, duly
seconded and carried, the board re
solved itself into a board of equalia-tlofor the consideration of tax matters, and any complaints of tax pay
ers, which may be brought before such
board. for hearing, and the calling of
all the precincts within the said Coun
ty of San Miguel, commencing with
precinct No. l and following consecu
tiveiy, is proceeded with, In order that
all parties who have such matters to
present before the board may do so
upon the call of their several precincts respectively.
It is ordered that the board take a
recess until 2 00 o'ciock p. m.
At 2:00 o'clock the board reconven:

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
Subacrlbe for The

Act
Present: Antonio
com
IT.
Co.
John
York,
ing Chairman,
missioner, and the game clerk and inA. Gallegos,

Absent: Fidel Ortiz,

OpHC,

ATTOKNEY8
George

HUNKER & HUNKER
A. Hunker. Chester A. HsnSw
Attorneys-at-La-

New MerS.

Las Vega,
DR.

ed.

terpreter.

be presented in turn and order, and
also with the examination and approv
al of the tax schedules for the said
year 1913.
Upon motion the board adjourned
rmnrrow morning at 10:00
until
o'clock.'
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
DF.TJADO, Clerk.
IX)RENZO
Attest:

f.

B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description

moderate prices
ftoora' 1, Center Block, Tel Kala
Mexico
East Las Togas. Nf--

t

ill

one

UpiiC rub,
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at

Regular dance
nesday night.

i

fan

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

i.itXl

18, 1914.

J

P. B. Hall Wed-

MUTUAL .MOVIES

Adv.

BRIDGE STREET

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the- Opera Bar. Ad.
-

Ml

FANCY

Vitagraph night at the Photoplay
tonight. All Vitagraph pictures. Adv.

APPLES

Afternoon and evening gowns, f 10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
' "
Adv.

Jortha.ns

Piano for rent.
Enquire at residence of G. H. Kinkel, 907 Seventh
street, Monday, Tuesday or Wednest

Roman Beauties

day.

The second Elite dance will be given this evening at the armory. This
affair promises to toe well attended
and enjoyable in every way.
Tomorrow night at the armory a
dance will be given, by the Nippon
I
club, which promises to be an enjoy
able affair. The Simison
orchestra will furnish, the music. .'
five-piec- e

'

ELKS'

MINSTREL SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT.

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
;

ELKS'JtflNSTREL

SHOW

FRIDAY. NIGHT.

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a
na-

tural instinct. And'every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR PRIDE

,J

T5he

According to information received
this morning a representative of the
Pathe Weeldy will visit Las Vegas
Friday to take pictures of the Elks'
parade, to be given in connection with
their minstrel show.

E23

lower price. Under all conditions in every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

M

i

-

r3 r3
a

FEBRUARY 23

mm
HIE

$615 is the price of the, Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
Get catalog and parcomplete with equipment.

ticulars from

OPERA

This evening at

8

o'clock at the

Jaffa

In Koswell will
occur the wedding of Miss Julia Jaffa
of that city and; Mr. Joseph Danziger
of Las Vegas. The ceremony will be
performed by Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau of this city. Following the wedding the bridal couple will start on a
wedding trip over the east, and later
home of Nathan

Ft

1

HOUSE

LAS VEGAS FC1D SALES

AND DAISY

THE FIRE QUEENS
"Always Watchful"
"

.1"

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

T

SWASTIKA COAL

BSi
i

f

la Li

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
''

auto parade will take place
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock headed
by the band and the entire minstrel
show cast. All Elks owning cars will
please telephone Herman C. Ilfeld at
once and receive places. All Elks and
their ladies are invited to participate.
Decorations for the cars will be purple
and white.
A big

rill

A

Railway company, through Assistant
Solocitor R. E. Twitchell, yesterday
secured a temporary injunction from
Judge D. J. Leahy, restraining Tho

W'

'ir'fa

j

5"'

'

Sign of Spring
Our Spring Rus are already Here. The
finest ever shown in Las Veas. See us

,.

before buying.

return to this city.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

CO

Phone Vegas 424

The road commission held a meeting last night at the Commercial club
rooms for the purpose of. outlining
plans for the working out of road
taxes in this county. The county will
be divided1 'into districts for this purpose, according to information
George Grenier was arrested last
night by Officer E. C. Ward on the
charge of drunkeness and this morning was sentenced by Judge D. R.
Murray to serve 10 days' work on the
city streets. Candido Syme and Victor Trujillo were arrested by Santa
Fe Officer Kinman and were sentenc
ed to 10 days' work on the streets for
trespassing.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
"

It's a better car sold at a

.

of Colorado Springs,
Colo, has secured a position as steno
grapher and attorney in the Santa Fe
legal department in this city.

Stearns Store
4

Dominion Feature Drama In Two Reels.
"THE SACRIFICE" Drama. Dominion.

OF TARA"

,

J. R. Moore

Arkansas Black s

u

Adv.

"THE HARP

C.

MEETING PLACE

.

.

.

.

.

Son
Johnsen
Furnishers"
.

"Complete Home

The Elks Home at 3:45 O'clock Sharp

g

Colfax
mas McBride, treasurer of
county, from collecting certain taxes
In Colfax county which the company
claims are illegal. Hearing will be
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
held on February 27 before Judge T. In wood. Direct from the distillery to
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
D. Leifo at Raton.
you., At the Lobby, of course. Adv. the week ending
February 14, 1914:
Santiago Archuleta; Mr. Agustin
There will be a regular communiA thing of beauty. The Elks'
Lola I. Baca; Mr. Ace Chalk;
cation of Cliapman lodge No. 2 A. F.
next Friday afternoon. The pret- - Mrs. Ella Foust; Ellilas
Gallegos;
and A. M. tomorrow (Thursday) even tiest thing ever attempted here. Don't j Miss Estefanita
Mr. Demetrio
Lopez;
;
ing at 7:30 p. m. All members and miss it.
R. y Martinez; H. C. Miller (2); Dr.
visitors requested to be present.
C. L. Powell (2); Mr. Frank Shierts;
On account of the absence of Rev. Miss
Kathryn Tully; Mr. J. W. Tuck;
PHOTOPLAY TONIGHT
Dr. Jacob H. Landau from the city Miss Natividad
Torres; Mr. F. F
Vitagraph two-refeature, "Caught there will be no services at Temple Young.
With the Goods." Also "Marrying Montefiore on Friday evening.
When calling for the above letters
Sue," Vitagraph comedy. Adv.
please asfe, for "Advertised Letters."
'
A marriage license was issued this
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
PIANO TUNER
morning at the court house to Maria
C. B. Franklin of Starr Piano comMarta Ortiz, aged 21, of Rowe, and
Subscribe for The OptM.
pany is now in town. Phone Main Silverio Gonzales, aged 24, San
389 and have your work done. Ref'
erence Mrs. C. L. Kohn. Adv.
H. P: Browne, manager of the DunFURNITURE FOR SALE
can theater, announced this morning
High grade parlor and bed room that th?engagement, "The tjiii' In
furniture and rugs at prWa'fe salO, the Taxi," has been canceled. The
low prices, Tuesday, "Wednesday and show was to have beer staged here
Thursday, 9 a. m. to 5 P. m. Resi- February 25.
i
dence of George H. Kinkel, 907
Seventh street. Adv.
On account of the death of Mrs,
Albert J. Marshall the meeting of the
GEORGE HUMPHREY DEAD
Ladies' Aid society of the Church of
This morning at 7 o'clock George the Immaculate Conception to have
A.. Humphrey, a resident of this city been held tomorrow afternoon at the
for the past several years, died fol- home of Mrs. A. Meloney, has been
among the various society cliques in
illness. Death
lowing a protracted
until Tuesday afternoon of
the city for special parties to attend occurred at his home, 1014 Columbia postponed
'
next week.
the ball en masque. Thts will add avenue.
'
;

Las Vegas Roller Mills

$1.05 FOR

i3.5fl

VALUE

Ba-rel- a;

At

Ibe Home of Ibe Best of EverytMag Eatable

Fresh Strained Honey Pint
Jars 30c each

'

Fresh Comb Honey, 2 for 30c
THE GOAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE
5.

'

(AHI0U5 CROWDS
ATTEND

WILL

IN A BODY to the attractiveness, of the affair and

FOLK ARE PLANNING
SOCIETY
TO MASK AT FIREMEN'S
'i
BIG BALL

Next Monday night at the Buncan
opera house will occur the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company's Washington's birthday masquerade ball. This
is a statement that has been repeated
tnmtf times and yet it will bear reiteration, for the ball will be the one
Itig jolly social event before the
of lnt,
ArrancemonU are now being made

will increase the number of maskers
on the floor. The house will be
crowded, a feature essential to the
success of a ball of, this, kind.
TS9 decorations that will be used
'will be excellent The decoration com
mittee will begin work Saturday on

this feature, and does not intend to

complete it labors until Monday,
showing the quality and extensiveness
of the decorative scheme.
She prizes that have been secured
for the ball will surpass any formerly
given and maskers intending to try to
win prizes will find something worth
working for.

was a native
of
Paris, 111., where he resided prior to
coming to Las Vegas five years ago.
At Paris he was chief of the fire department and a well known citizen.
He was 43 years of ago. Mr. Humphrey resided on the mesa for several
months, but later moved to Las Vegas
where he has since been locatea.
Besides his wife Ittr. Humphrey is
survived by his mother, five sisters
and two brothers, all residents of
Paris, 111.
The body will be sent to Paris this
evening by J. C. Johnsen and Son,
accompanied by Mrs. Humphrey. Burial will occur at that place.
Mr. Humphrey

Juan B. Ortega, accused of shooting
a deer out of season on, the property
of the Bell ranch, was brought to Las
Vegas this morning by & deputy sher-iff- .
He announced his intention of
pleading guilty to the charge upon
his arraignment before Judge David
J. Leahy, which was scheduled to occur this afternoon.
Subscribe for The Ut'tse.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
BARRED Rock eggs for hatching, G5
cents per
of 15. C. A. Mc-

getting
Millan, phone Olive

72.

The Royal Casserole
Eating Dish that is a beautiful snowy white color on
the OUTSIDE as well as on the inside; absolutely fireproof; no
corners or seams to collect grease or germs; that can be
scraped and scoured without injury. The holders are of new
Craftsman design, either nickle or copper finish. Weighs 6
A

pounds packed individually. Safe delivery guaranteed.
8 inches diameter, 4 4 inches deep.

Size

1--

all a::sjd satisfacto
will be the result of your purchase if
it f onies from as

For Thursday and Friday Ooly
---
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KEMEMBElt:

Onr Name on the Box
means a Lot
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